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The performance of various density functional approaches for the calculation of electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) hyperfine coupling constants in transition metal complexes has been evaluated critically by comparison
with experimental data and high-level coupled-cluster results for 21 systems, representing a large variety of
different electronic situations. While both gradient-corrected and hybrid functionals allow the calculation of
isotropic metal hyperfine coupling constants to within ca. 10-15% for the less critical cases (e.g., ScO, TiN,
TiO, VO, MnO, MnF), none of the functionals investigated performs well for all complexes. Gradient-corrected
functionals tend to underestimate the important core-shell spin polarization. While this may be improved by
exact-exchange mixing in some cases, the accompanying spin contamination may even lead to a deterioration
of the results for other complexes. We also identify cases, where essentially none of the functionals performs
satisfactorily. In the absence of a ”universal functional”, the functionals to be applied to the calculation of
hyperfine couplings in certain areas of transition metal chemistry have to be carefully selected. Desirable,
improved functionals should provide sufficiently large spin polarization for core and valence shells without
exaggerating it for the latter (and thus introducing spin contamination). Coupling anisotropies and coupling
constants for ligand nuclei are also discussed. The computationally much more demanding coupled cluster
(CCSD and CCSD(T)) methods, which have been applied to a subset of complexes, show good performance,
even when a UHF reference wave function is moderately spin-contaminated.

1. Introduction

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy repre-
sents one of the most powerful experimental tools for studying
the molecular and electronic structure of compounds containing
unpaired electrons. Since the early days of this technique, a large
number of EPR spectra for transition metal complexes have been
measured. A wealth of experimental data on electronic g-tensors
and hyperfine coupling constants (HFCCs) is thus available.1-8

Quantitative theoretical studies of HFCCs have, however,
concentrated largely on organic molecules or on other light main
group systems. This is understandable, as the accurate inclusion
of electron-correlation effects is mandatory for quantitative
calculations of electron-nuclear hyperfine interactions. To
achieve this in traditional post-Hartree-Fock ab initio calcula-
tions is far from trivial, and such treatments are not easily
applicable to larger transition metal complexes. CAS-SCF and
MR-SDCI calculations have been done on ScO, TiN, and VN
by Mattar et al.,9-11 as well as on VOx (x ) 1, 2, 3) by Knight
et al.12 To our knowledge, no other transition metal systems
have been treated at comparable levels.

Recent developments in density functional theory (DFT) do
in principle provide an alternative, as DFT includes electron
correlation approximately, at moderate computational cost. A
number of Kohn-Sham DFT studies on transition metal HFCCs
have appeared, using local-spin-density approximations (LSDA),
generalized-gradient approximations (GGA), as well as hybrid
functionals including exact exchange. Hyperfine parameters have
been computed for VN by Mattar and Doleman,11 for TiN and
TiO by Engels et al.,13 for CuC2H2 and Cu(CO) by Barone et
al.,14,15 for a ruthenium complex by Aarnts et al.,16 for TiF3 by

Belanzoni et al.17,18and by van Lenthe et al.,19 and for a series
of molybdenum(V) oxyhalide anions by Swann and Westmore-
land.20 During the course of the present study, Knight et al.
reported DFT results on MO (M) Sc, Y, La).21 A number of
earlier calculations employed the XR method.22-24 Reasonable
agreement between experiment and theory for the isotropic
HFCCs has been found when significant metal s-character in
the singly occupied molecular orbitals (SOMOs) leads to a
dominance of direct contributions to the spin density at the
nucleus. The description is expected to be considerably more
complicated when spin-polarization effects become large, a
situation that should apply for many transition metal systems.1

In the studies mentioned, only a limited number of exchange-
correlation functionals and basis sets have been employed, and
only a relatively small set of molecules and electronic structure
situations was encompassed. Further systematic studies are thus
needed, if one wants to be able to judge in detail the ability of
the available DFT approaches to describe HFCCs for transition
metal systems. Here we present a critical validation study,
including twenty-one first-row transition metal complexes and
eight different state-of-the-art exchange-correlation potentials
νxc. Throughout this work, we have learned much about the
mechanisms of spin polarization and related phenomena for
HFCCs in transition metal complexes. These interpretational
aspects will be covered in more detail elsewhere25 (including
numerical results), but will be touched upon briefly in this work
whenever needed for an understanding of the performance of
different functionals.

After outlining roughly the nonrelativistic theoretical formal-
ism of hyperfine couplings in section 2 (mainly to connect to
the rather different types of experimental information available),
we will discuss problems connected with the selection of* Corresponding author e-mail: kaupp@vsibm1.mpi-stuttgart.mpg.de
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experimental data (section 3). Information on molecular struc-
tures, basis sets, and theoretical approaches used is given in
section 4. After a description of coupled cluster results for a
subset of the complexes (section 5), which we employ as
reference data, basis set effects are examined in section 6. Then
the performance of different exchange-correlation functionals
is compared systematically for the metal HFCCs (section 7),
followed by a brief discussion of ligand HFCCs (section 8). A
number of general conclusions are provided in section 9.

2. Theoretical Formalism

The theory of EPR hyperfine couplings is covered in detail
in text books,1,3-8,26and we summarize only those points which
are important for the comparison between computed and exper-
imental quantities. The hyperfine coupling parameters describe
the interactions of unpaired electrons with various magnetic
nuclei. The 3× 3 hyperfine interaction tensorA can be separated
into its isotropic and anisotropic (dipolar) components.6 In the
first-order approximation (neglecting spin-orbit effects; cf.
discussion in section 4), isotropic hyperfine splittingsAiso(N)
are equal to the Fermi contact termAFC and they are related to
the spin densitiesFR-â(RN) at the corresponding nuclei by4

whereâe is the Bohr magneton,âN the nuclear magneton,ge

the free electron g-value (2.002 319 31). The g-value of the
nucleus N is given bygN ) µN/IN (µN is the nuclear magnetic
moment of nucleus N in units ofâN, andIN is the total nuclear
spin for that nucleus). 〈SZ〉 is the expectation value of the
z-component of the total electronic spin. The spin densityFN

R-â

at the position of nucleus N (RN) can be expressed as:

wherePµ,ν
R-â is the spin density matrix. We will in the following

abbreviateFN
R-â by FN.

The componentsTkl of the anisotropic tensor are in the first-
order approximation given by31

whererN ) r - RN. T is always traceless and may be brought
to diagonal form. For magnetic nuclei with an electronic
environment of axial symmetry (i.e., those located on an at least
3-fold symmetry axis), it has the form (-Adip, -Adip, 2Adip),
whereAdip is the so-called dipolar coupling constant. From the
experimental tensor components (A⊥, A⊥, A||), Aiso andAdip may
then be extracted viaAiso ) (A|| + 2A⊥)/3, Adip ) (A|| - A⊥)/3.
Another terminology is used in gas-phase spectroscopy studies.30

The high-resolution spectra of linear molecules can be described
in terms of five parameters (a, b, c, d, e), of which b andc are
related toAiso andAdip asAiso ) (b + c/3) andAdip ) c/3.

All transition metal nuclei in the present study are at sites of
axial symmetry. Although this is not the case for all ligands,
experimentalists in the field prefer to use the “Adip” terminology,
even if it is not justified by symmetry. This is often due to the
fact that the dipolar ligand splittings are small, and two different
“perpendicular” components are not observed in the spectra (at
least for complexes such as those considered here, where the

unpaired spin density is mainly localized on the metal). See
section 4 for comments on spin-orbit corrections to the
hyperfine couplings.

3. Selection of Experimental Data

The selection of the molecules used in this study was deter-
mined mainly by the availability of experimental data on small
systems having a well-resolved hyperfine structure for the metal
and, if possible, also for the ligands. We have included examples
for all first-row transition metals. Some pairs of isoelectronic
molecules have been selected to compare different transition
metals in similar electronic surroundings. In the following we
will comment on the interpretation of the measured data and
on the expected accuracy of different experimental techniques.

Gas-Phase Data.For all diatomic oxides and nitrides, and
for MnH, literature hyperfine parameters from high-resolution
gas-phase molecular spectroscopy have been used. The relative
positions of the energy levels were obtained either directly by
monitoring of the absorption/emission (”pure” microwave
rotational spectroscopy) or indirectly (through fluorescence or
molecular beam deflection).30 The hyperfine parameters have
been determined from the analysis of the level splittings. The
accuracy of such measurements is usually very high, sometimes
in the kHz range for microwave optical double resonance.27-29

In most of the gas-phase investigations, the interactions
between molecules represent relatively small perturbations which
usually affect only the widths of the spectral lines; in molecular
beam studies such interactions are completely absent.30 This
makes the gas-phase data most reliable for comparison with
our computed data on isolated molecules. Moreover, in these
gas-phase experiments, the sign of the HFCCs is known.

Condensed-Phase EPR Data.For the remaining systems,
the hyperfine parameters had to be taken from condensed-phase
EPR spectroscopy. Different trapping sites (mostly inert-gas
matrices, but also host crystals and frozen solutions) are thus
involved. Obviously, the environment can influence the values
of the hyperfine parameters, in particular of the isotropic
coupling constants,31 due to both structural and electronical
effects. This complicates the comparison of our calculated data
with experiment.

In those few cases where EPR results are available on the
same complex from both gas- and condensed-phase measure-
ments, the HFCCs differ typically by a few percent, up to ca.
10% in extreme cases. Thus, e.g., the gas-to-matrix shift for
Aiso(V) of VO is less than 3% of the absolute value (data
available are 798 MHz in Ne matrix,12 796 MHz in Ar matrix,32

and 778 MHz in the gas phase33). The situation is similar for
ScO (cf. matrix values of 2005-2018 MHz34,21 vs gas-phase
value of 1947 MHz28 for Aiso(Sc)). Larger gas-to-matrix shifts
have been found for MnO (7%; cf. 448 MHz in matrix35 vs
480 MHz in the gas phase36) and MnH (11%, see ref 37). For
charged species, counterion effects may be considerable and
have to be kept in mind as a potential source of errors.

In view of these environmental effects, we cannot aim at a
better agreement with condensed-phase experiments than ca.
10-15%. Furthermore, the theoretical values should best be
compared with the whole range of accurate experimental data
available. This is most important for complexes with very small
isotropic coupling constants, since these are particularly sensitive
to the influence of the surroundings. We note also that the
computed structures do not include any rovibrational corrections.
On the other hand, the experimental structures also have to be
viewed with some error bars. Structural aspects contribute thus

Aiso(N) ) AFC ) 4π
3

âeâNgegN〈SZ〉-1FN
R-â (1)

FN
R-â ) ∑

µ,ν

Pµ,ν
R-â〈φµ|δ(RN)|φν〉 (2)

Tkl(N) )
1

2
âeâNgegN〈SZ〉-1 ∑

µν

Pµ,ν
R-â ×

〈φµ|rN
-5(rN

2 δkl - 3rN,krN,l)|φν〉 (3)
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also to the uncertainties in the comparison between calculation
and experiment.

From the solid-state EPR spectrum, only absolute values of
the hyperfine tensor components (e.g.,|A||| and |A⊥| for an
axially symmetric center) can be determined. Additional infor-
mation can be obtained, e.g., from the signs of the components
of the nuclear quadrupolar tensor, so that the sign ofA|| and/or
A⊥ may be deduced.38 Another possibility is to compare|A|||
and|A⊥| from the solid-state measurement with the|Aiso| result
obtained via EPR in a solution. Unfortunately, such information
is usually not available, and four combinations ofAiso andAdip

are possible. To decide which of them is the correct one,
theoretical arguments have to be considered. For example, the
sign of Adip may be estimated from the type of the singly
occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) present. Chemically similar
complexes may be expected to have the same signs ofA|| and
A⊥, etc.

In this study, those signs ofA|| andA⊥ are given in the tables
(if not known experimentally), for which the resulting value of
Adip is as close as possible to our theoretical value. This choice
is a natural one, since the calculation of the anisotropic coupling
parameters is much less sensitive to the theoretical approach,
and thus reasonable agreement with experiment is usually
found.13 In the majority of cases, the resulting sign turned out
to be consistent with that adopted in the experimental papers.
For several particular cases, the choice of sign is further
discussed in the footnotes to the tables.

All values of the hyperfine parameters are given in MHz. In
those cases where the experimental data have been reported in
Gauss, they have been converted to MHz by multiplying with
a factor of 2.80238(g/ge).2

4. Computational Details
Molecular structures used for the hyperfine structure calcula-

tions were taken from experiment where available or have
otherwise been optimized in unrestricted Kohn-Sham calcula-
tions with the B3LYP functional (using theGaussian 94
program39). The optimizations employed small-core effective-
core potentials (ECPs) and (8s7p6d)/[6s5p3d] GTO valence
basis sets for the metals,40 and ECPs with (4s4p1d)/[2s2p1d]
basis sets41 for the ligand atoms (a (4s1p)/[2s1p] hydrogen
basis42 was used for MnH and [Ni(CO)3H]). The resulting
structure parameters are summarized in Table 1. [Cu(CO)3] is
a weakly bonded complex with significant dispersion contribu-
tions to the bonding. Here the DFT optimizations are known to
overestimate the Cu-C distance, and we have therefore resorted
to an MP2 optimization with one f-function (R ) 3.52543) added
to the metal basis set.

The following symmetry restrictions have been used in the
optimizations:D3h symmetry was used for TiF3 and MnO3 and
for [Cu(CO)3]. The trigonal planar structures are consistent with
hyperfine data44-47 and IR spectra.48,49 D3h symmetry has also
been established theoretically for TiF3 by Belanzoni et al.17 [Co-
(CO)4] and [Ni(CO)3H] haveC3V symmetry.50,51 Td symmetry
was used for [Cr(CO)4]+ and [Mn(CN)4]2-, again in agreement
with experimental evidence.52,53C4V symmetry has been imposed
for [Mn(CO)5] and [Fe(CO)5]+, consistent with the EPR
spectra.54,55 DFT optimizations performed by Rosa et al.56 for
[Mn(CO)5] and by Ricca et al.57 for [Fe(CO)5]+ have provided
structural parameters close to ours. Our optimizations for
[Mn(CN)4N]-, starting from the experimentalC2V structure of
[Mn(CN)4N]2-,58 converged to a regular square pyramid (C4V),
in agreement with the observed hyperfine structure.58 The struc-

TABLE 1: Structures Used in the HFCC Calculationsa

molecule metal-ligand (intraligand) bond lengths and angles sourceb

ScO C∞ν 1.667 opt
TiN C∞ν 1.567 opt
TiO C∞ν 1.623 c
VN C∞ν 1.567 d
VO C∞ν 1.589 e
MnH C∞ν 1.731 f
MnO C∞ν 1.648 g
MnF C∞ν 1.839 opt
CuO C∞ν 1.729 h
MnF2 D∞h 1.811 i
TiF3 D3h 1.780 opt
MnO3 D3h 1.579 opt
[Cu(CO)3] D3h 1.796 (1.151) opt. MP2j

[Cr(CO)4]+ Td 2.190 (1.122) opt
[Mn(CN)4]2- Td 2.158 (1.133) k
[Ni(CO)3H] C3ν d(Ni-H) ) 1.512, d(Ni-C) ) 1.851, d(C-O) ) 1.135,

∠(H-Ni-C) ) 90.87,∠(Ni-C-O) ) 171.29
opt

[Co(CO)4] C3ν d(Co-Cax) ) 1.875, d(Co-Ceq) ) 1.847, d(C-O)ax) 1.137, d(C-O)eq) 1.139
∠(Cax-Co-Ceq) ) 99.2,∠(Co-C-O) ) 179.2

opt

[Mn(CN)4N]- C4ν d(Mn-N) ) 1.504, d(Mn-C) ) 1.967, d(C-N) ) 1.165,
∠(N-Co-C) ) 103.97,∠(Mn-C-N) ) 180.00

opt

[Mn(CN)5NO]2- C4ν d(Mn-Cax) ) 2.009, d(Mn-Ceq) ) 2.025, d(C-N)ax ) 1.167,
d(C-N)eq) 1.168, d(Mn-Nnitros) ) 1.722, d(N-O)nitros) 1.169,
∠(Cax-Mn-Ceq) ) 86.81,∠(Mn-C-N) ) 180.00

opt

[Mn(CO)5] C4ν d(Mn-Cax) ) 1.845, d(Mn-Ceq) ) 1.875, d(C-O)ax) 1.143, d(C-O)eq) 1.141,
∠(Cax-Mn-Ceq) ) 97.01,∠(Mn-Ceq-Oeq) ) 179.95

opt

[Fe(CO)5]+ C4ν d(Fe-Cax) ) 1.969, d(Fe-Ceq) ) 1.906, d(C-O)ax) 1.125, d(C-O)eq) 1.125,
∠(Cax-Fe-Ceq) ) 96.11,∠(Fe-Ceq-Oeq) ) 179.94

opt

a Distances in Å, angles in degreesb Opt ) optimized in this work, otherwise the corresponding experimental reference is given.c Hocking, H.;
Gerry, M. C.; Merrer, A. J.Can. J. Phys.1979, 57, 54. d Balfour, J.; Merer, A. J.; Niki, H.; Simard, B.; Hackett, P. A.J. Chem. Phys.1993, 99,
3288.e Reference 12.f Herzberg, H.Spectra of Diatomic Molecules; Van Nostrand: Princeton, New Jersey, 1950.g Gordon, R. M.; Merer, A. J.
Can. J. Phys.1980, 58, 642.h Merer, A. J.Ann. ReV. Phys. Chem.1989, 40, 407. i Landolt-Börnstein Numerical Data and Functional Relationships
in Science and Technology, New Series, Group II, Vol. 21; Madelung, O., Ed.; Springer: Berlin, 1992; p 74.j See text. At the DFT level, we obtain
d(Cu-C) ) 1.880 Å; d(C-O) ) 1.140 Å. k Reference 53.
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ture of [Mn(CN)5NO]2- was optimized inC4V symmetry, start-
ing from experimental structure of Pink and Billing.59 In dis-
cussions of the electronic structure of the complexes, we gener-
ally refer to the conventional orientation for a given point group.

The all-electron DFT calculations (cf. below for the basis
sets) of the hyperfine structure were done with theGaussian
94program.39 Unless noted otherwise, unrestricted Kohn-Sham
calculations were carried out. We have compared eight different
combinations of exchange and correlation potentials (νx[F] and
νc[F], respectively), abbreviated as BLYP, BP86, BPW91,
B3LYP, B3PW91, BHLYP, BHP86, and BHPW91. The first
three combine Becke’s GGA functional for exchange60 (B) with
three different GGAs for correlation (LYP,61 P86,62 and
PW9163). The fourth and fifth combinations use instead for
exchange Becke’s three-parameter hybrid functional (B3; this
includes ca. 20% exact exchange).64 Finally, for the last three
functionals we have used the “half-and-half” hybrid (BH),
incorporating as much as 50% exact exchange.65 Such func-
tionals are somewhat less popular but have been reported to
perform particularly well for certain classes of open-shell main
group66 or transition metal67 compounds. All functionals were
used in theirGaussian 94implementation.39 To obtain further
high-level ab initio data to compare with, we have carried out
coupled cluster [CCSD and CCSD(T)] calculations for a subset
of molecules, using unrestricted Hartree-Fock reference wave
functions (unless noted otherwise) and the ACES-II code.68

As a medium-size metal basis set for use in larger systems,
we have constructed a (15s11p6d)/[9s7p4d] basis. Our starting
point was the DZ basis of Scha¨fer et al.,69 to which we added
the most diffuse functions (a 1s2p1d set) from the ECP valence
basis of Dolg et al.40 IGLO-III basis sets70 were used for the
main group atoms.

Basis-set convergence was tested for several of the smaller
complexes. To this end, we used a larger (21s15p10d3f)/
[13s10p6d2f] metal basis, constructed from the atomic natural
orbital (ANO) basis sets of Roos et al.71 as follows: the 1s-,
2p-, 3p-, and 3d-ANO coefficients were used to contract
s-functions 1-12, p-functions 1-10, p-functions 5-12, and
d-functions 1-10, respectively. To this we added, in an
uncontracted fashion, s-functions 10-21, p-functions 8-15, and
d-functions 6-10. Finally, the 3f set of Bauschlicher et al.72

has been added in a 21 contraction. For both the smaller and
larger metal basis sets, more flexible contractions have further-
more been tested (section 5).

As a somewhat larger basis for the first-row main group
atoms, we have constructed a (14s8p3d1f)/[8s6p3d1f] set, start-
ing from the cc-pV5Z basis.73 To the contracted sets of s-func-
tions 1-11 and p-functions 1-8, s-functions 8-14 and p-func-
tions 4-8 have been added in an uncontracted way, as well as
three d-functions and one f-function from the cc-pVQZ basis.73

The results we give have been obtained with the default
integration grids (int) finegrid option39) of the Gaussian 94
program. For various complexes we have also tested larger
angular and radial grids (results not shown). The effect of
different grids was generally below 1% of the computed HFCCs,
even with the largest, uncontracted basis sets.

The present calculations do not include relativistic corrections.
Scalar relativistic effects on the isotropic metal HFCCs may be
estimated roughly from hydrogen-like multiplicative correction
factors to magnetic s-type hyperfine integrals.74 These range
from 1.036 for Sc to 1.072 for Cu. This suggests that the neglect
of scalar relativistic effects may lead maximally to an under-
estimate ofFN by ca. 4-7% within the first transition metal
row (in the case of a pure s-type SOMO). The influence on

dipolar couplings is expected to be somewhat less pronounced.
Explicit scalar relativistic DFT calculations on TiF3

19 enhanced
FN(Ti) by ca. 2% and decreasedAdip(Ti) by a similar amount.
Interestingly, these calculations indicated scalar relativistic
effects for the (small)19F HFCCs on the order of ca. 10-20%.
This has to be kept in mind when discussing the ligand HFCCs
(section 8).

Spin-orbit effects may manifest themselves in a second-order
“pseudocontact” contribution toAiso (APC), and in a second-
order contribution toAdip (Adip,2).3,8,17,75When the g-tensor of a
system is known, a rough semiempirical estimate of spin-orbit
contributions to the HFCCs may be obtained along the lines of
the classical perturbation theoretical approach of Abragam and
Pryce76 (more details for specific d-orbital occupations and coor-
dination arrangements are given in ref 8). For example, for a
d1-system in a trigonally distorted octahedral field (dz

2-config-
uration), we may use equations (9.204)-(9.209) in ref 8 to get

whereP ) (µ0/4π)2µB〈r3〉, δ is dz
2-orbital coefficient in the

SOMO, and∆g⊥ ) ge - g⊥. Now, setting (2/7)δ2P ) Adip, we
get

SinceA′⊥ ) - Adip - Adip,2 + APC andAPC ) 1/3(A′| + 2A′⊥),
we get

Using our DFT results forAdip (we chose the BPW91 data),
together with experimental values of the g-tensor components
(Table 2), we may thus approximately estimate the spin-orbit

TABLE 2: Available Experimental g-Tensor Componentsa

molecule g⊥ g|

ScOb 2.0018(3) 2.0018(3)
TiF3 1.8808 1.9902
VOc 1.980 2.002
[Cr(CO)4]+ 1.9986 1.9986
MnH 2.001 2.0023d

MnOe 1.995 2.0023d

MnO3 2.0084 2.0036
MnF 1.999 2.002d

MnF2 1.999 2.002d

[Mn(CN)4]2- 2.003 2.003
[Mn(CO)5] 2.043 2.004
[Fe(CO)5]+ 2.0832 2.008

2.0797
[Mn(CN)5NO]2- 2.0311 1.9922
[Mn(CN)4N]- 2.0045 1.999
[Co(CO)4] 2.1299 2.0059
[Ni(CO)3H] 2.0674 2.0042
[Cu(CO)3] 2.0002 2.0008

a See footnotes to Tables 8 and 10 for references. The g-values were
usually estimated from the spectra without considering second-order
effects. The g-value of the free electron is 2.0023.b Reference 21.
c Reference 12.d Assumed in the experimental work.e Reference 35.

A| ) AFC + P[47δ2 - 1
7

∆g⊥]
A⊥ ) AFC + P[-2

7
δ2 + 15

14
∆g⊥] (4)

A′| ) A| - AFC ) Adip[2 -
∆g⊥

2δ2]
A′⊥ ) A⊥ - AFC ) Adip[-1 +

15∆g⊥

4δ2 ] (5)

APC ) 7
3

∆g⊥Adip

δ2
Adip,2 ) -17

12

∆g⊥Adip

δ2
(6)
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contributions to the hyperfine parameters from eq 6. The values
of δ were obtained from the Mulliken population analysis of
the SOMO composition. The formulas given here may be used
for any axially symmetric system with the SOMO dominated
by the metal dz2 orbital. This approach is used for TiF3,
[Mn(CO)5], [Fe(CO)5]+, [Ni(CO)3H], and [Co(CO)4]. We use
related formulae to estimate the spin-orbit contributions for
[Mn(CN)5NO]2-, where the SOMO is a metal dxy orbital. In
essentially all other cases, deviations of the g-tensors from the
free-electron g-value are sufficiently small to expect negligible
spin-orbit effects on the HFCCs (no experimental g-tensor is
available for CuO; for this complex we expect significant SO
effects, cf. section 7). We should also note that the assumption
of the dz

2 orbital dominating the SOMO is not entirely
appropriate for [Mn(CO)5] and [Ni(CO)3H] (significant 4pz
character has to be considered), which may lead to a significant
error in the estimate (see section 7).

5. Coupled-Cluster Results
The CCSD and CCSD(T) calculations carried out on a subset

of complexes (ScO, VO, MnO, MnF2, MnH, TiF3, MnO3, and
CuO) should provide benchmark data for the validation of the
more economical DFT approaches. The results are summarized
in Table 3. Both the standard 9s7p4d and the more flexible
15s10p6d2f metal basis sets were used for the diatomics (see
also section 6), together with the IGLO-III basis for the ligand
atoms. With the available computational resources we could
not use the larger basis set for MnF2, TiF3, or MnO3 (for the
latter two complexes, even the CCSD(T) calculations with the
smaller basis exceeded our available resources). While the larger
basis should be essentially saturated in the important range of
the outermost core shells (cf. section 6), it is probably still
incomplete with respect to higher angular-momentum func-
tions necessary for the explicit description of electron correla-
tion.

TABLE 3: Coupled-Cluster Results (in MHz)

9s7p4d 15s10p6d2f

molecule RCCSD UCCSD UCCSD(T) UCCSD UCCSD(T) expa

Aiso(M)
2ScO 1823.1 1819.2 1837.3 1837.1 1947.339(2)
4VO 676.6 730.4 702.1 740.8 778(2)
6MnO 416.6 441.6 435.2 467.6 460.6 479.9
6MnF2 64.4 63.0 77.3 104(6)b

7MnH 217.0 216.7 242.2 243.4 279.4
2TiF3 -170.9 -170.5 -177.1(4)b
2MnO3 1492.0 1511.3 1613(6)
2CuO -498.9 -515.0 -538.4 -552.1 -483.6(94)

Adip(M)
2ScO 23.1 23.9 23.7 24.3 24.8
4VO -46.5 -46.3 -47.6 -46.5 -41.2
6MnO -16.0 -16.7 -17.3 -16.9 -17.8 -16.1
6MnF2 4.2 4.1 3.5 10(6)b
7MnH 12.0 12.0 12.6 12.6 12.0(8)
2TiF3 -7.5 -7.5 -6.6(4)b
2MnO3 94.7 101.5 81(3)
2CuO 34.4 34.9 44.6 46.2 24.1

Aiso(X)
2ScO -17.4 -23.9 -17.3 -23.7 -20.3(3)b
4VO 3.8 3.8 4.2 3.4 0(4)
6MnO -5.1 -7.0 -6.9 -8.2 -7.9
6MnF2 9.9 9.9 9.5
7MnH 13.6 13.8 15.3 17.1 20.7(39)
2TiF3 -33.3 -35.1 8.3(4)c
2MnO3 4.9 7.8
2CuO -42.7 -40.9 -43.6 -41.6

Adip(X)
2ScO 0.4 -0.1 0.7 -0.1 0.4(2)b
4VO 2.2 -3.2 1.4 -2.7 0(3)
6MnO 9.2 11.1 8.6 11.5 8.7
6MnF2 -10.3 -10.2 -10.6
7MnH 11.8 11.8 11.9 11.8 8.4(33)
2TiF3

d 18.0, 6.1,-24.0 18.7, 5.9,-24.6 e
2MnO3

d -22.6,-7.7, 30.3 -27.0,-35.8,62.8
2CuO 57.6 55.9 57.6 55.8

<S2>CC/<S2>UHF nominal〈S2〉
2ScO 0.751/0.756 0.750/0.756 0.751/0.755 0.750/0.755 0.750
4VO 3.779/4.229 3.741/4.229 3.782/4.238 3.739/4.238 3.750
6MnO 8.838/8.750 8.828/9.534 8.727/9.534 8.859/9.532 8.722/9.532 8.750
6MnF2 8.752/8.750 8.762/8.752 8.750/8.762 8.750
7MnH 12.000/12.005 12.000/12.005 12.001/12.005 12.000/12.005 12.000
2TiF3 0.750/0.750 0.750/0.753 0.750
2MnO3 0.771/0.750 1.068/2.601 0.750
2CuO 0.754/0.772 0.750/0.772 0.754/0.772 0.750/0.772 0.750

a Cf. footnotes to Tables 8 and 10 for sources of experimental data.b Ne matrix result. Tables 8-11 also include the Ar matrix results.c Reference
44, cf. reference 18 for a revision.d Nonaxial tensor. TheTii components are given in order: (1) along the metal-ligand bond, (2) normal to the
metal-ligand bond, in the molecular plane, (3) along the molecularz-axis. e Anisotropy experimentally not well defined, cf. discussion in reference
18.
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Disregarding CuO for the moment, the results of the largest
CCSD(T)/15s10p6d2f calculations for the isotropic metal
coupling constants are only ca. 4-5% below experiment. For
the smaller absolute value in MnH, the deviation is ca. 13%
(again the computational result is too low). A similar underes-
timation of the experimental metal HFCCs was also found in
the few available previous post-Hartree-Fock studies.9-12 These
results suggest that the coupled-cluster calculations underesti-
mate electron correlation, mainly because of basis-set incom-
pleteness, and therefore may overestimate spin polarization to
some extent. Of course we have to remember that scalar
relativistic effects and rovibrational corrections have not been
considered (cf. section 4). CuO differs from the other cases, as
both basis-set extension and inclusion of triple excitations leads
to more negativeAiso(Cu) and thus to inferior agreement with
experiment (although still better than with DFT methods, see
below). The discrepancy is probably related to the neglect of
spin-orbit corrections (see discussion in section 7).

Comparison of CCSD(T) and CCSD results indicates that the
perturbative inclusion of triple excitations is particularly notable
for MnF2 and VO, where the positive triples contribution brings
the results closer to experiment (note that for VO the triples
contribution is less pronounced with the larger basis set). In all
other cases, the influence of triple excitations is small. We note
that the inclusion of triple excitations brings our CCSD(T) data
for VO into better agreement with experiment than the SDCI
and MRCI results of Knight et al. (ca. 685-692 MHz with
different basis sets, which are comparable to the ones used
here).12

Use of the smaller 9s7p4d metal basis leads to a reduction
of Aiso(M) by ca. 9% for MnH, by ca. 5% for MnO, by ca. 3%
for CuO, and by only ca. 1% for VO and ScO. While this is in
part due to some error compensation, it indicates already that
the 9s7p4d basis provides a good compromise between com-
putational effort and accuracy. This is confirmed in the DFT
calculations (see below). We expect that a larger basis should
bring the result for MnF2 closer to the Ne matrix value. The
CCSD results for TiF3 and MnO3 with the 9s7p4d metal basis
are already in good agreement with experiment (cf. Table 3).
Even for the latter system, the coupled cluster wave function
corrects quite efficiently the significant spin contamination of
the UHF reference (cf.<S2> values in Table 3; this behavior
of the CC approach was discussed before77,78). Despite the
remaining contamination, the RCCSD and UCCSD results for
Aiso(Mn) are already quite close. Differences are still apparent
for Adip(Mn) and for the ligand HFCCs. Spin contamination of
the UHF reference wave function for MnO and MnF2 is lower,
and thus the agreement between RCCSD and UCCSD results
is even closer. This indicates the relative stability of the CC
approach with respect to the quality of the reference wave
function.77,78 A more detailed analysis of different reference
wave functions is beyond the scope of the present study.

The small dipolar coupling constants for the metals are
reproduced rather accurately for most systems. The less favor-
able agreement for MnF2 might be due to matrix effects (cf.
Table 8), whereas the description of CuO is generally more
complicated, probably due to spin-orbit effects (cf. above and
section 7). Except for the latter complex, the dependence of
Adip(M) on triple excitations and basis set is only moderate, as
one might expect. Agreement of the CC results with available
experimental ligand isotropic and anisotropic HFCCs may also
be considered reasonable in most cases, in view of their small-
ness in absolute terms (note the significant error bar on the
experimental result for VO).

6. Basis-Set Study

While the basis-set dependence of the hyperfine parameters
for light main group atoms and molecules has already been
investigated in detail,13,15,79,80systematic basis-set studies are
lacking for transition metal systems, except for a comparison
of different STO basis-sets for TiF3 by Belanzoni et al.17 For
several small systems, we have therefore studied the GTO basis-
set convergence at the DFT level.

Table 4 examines the B3PW91 results forAiso in the 7Mn+

cation, using a variety of basis sets. For this high-spin cation
with d5s1 configuration, the large positive direct contribution
to the HFCC due to the single s-type SOMO should be partially
compensated by negative contributions from spin polarization
of the core shells, due to the five d-type SOMOs.81 A better
description of this spin polarization should thus reduce the
HFCC. From tests with still larger basis sets, we expect the
fully uncontracted 21s15p10d3f basis to be converged to within
better than ca. 10 MHz. Comparison of the resulting 797 MHz
to the 980 MHz obtained at the restricted B3PW91 level (with
the same basis) suggests a total spin-polarization contribution
of ca.-183 MHz. Remaining differences to experiment (note
the two different experimental values available in the literature;
footnotes e,f to Table 4) are expected to be largely the result of
deficiencies in the exchange-correlation potential,νxc. Contrac-
tion of the basis to 13s10p6d2f increases the HFCC by ca. 43
MHz. Starting from this contraction, we may now examine the
influence of partial decontraction. Changes in the p- and d-basis
have negligible effects. However, if we add s-function 9 (R )
316.3768) in an uncontracted fashion, 30 MHz of the 43 MHz
contraction error have been eliminated. Adding s-exponents 8
(R ) 727.3039) and 7 (R ) 1755.212) reduces the HFCC by
another 8 and 4 MHz, respectively, giving 798.5 MHz for the
resulting 15s10p6d2f basis, i.e., almost the value obtained with
the fully uncontracted basis (further addition of uncontracted
tighter s-functions has thus very little effect). Our MO analyses
indicate that this is mainly due to a decrease in the direct SOMO
contribution, possibly due to a better description of the nodal
structure of the 4s-orbital.

We may also analyze the results obtained with our smaller
9s7p4d standard basis constructed for use in larger systems.
Employing this basis fully uncontracted to 15s11p6d, the
expected basis-set limit HFCC (for the B3PW91 functional used)

TABLE 4: Basis-Set Dependence of the HFCC (MHz) in
Mn+ a

basis Aiso(Mn)

(15s11p6d)/[9s7p4d]b 759.2
9s7p4d+ 1sc 757.0
9s7p4d+ 2sc 744.8
9s7p4d+ 3sc 729.5
15s11p6d uncontr.d 728.4

(21s15p10d3f)/[13s10p6d2f] 841.9
13s15p6d2f (all p-orb. uncontr.) 841.9
13s10p10d2f (all d-orb. uncontr.) 840.8
13s10p6d2f+ 1sc 811.0
13s10p6d2f+ 2sc 802.6
13s10p6d2f+ 3sc 798.5
13s10p6d2f+ 4sc 798.3
13s10p6d2f+ 5sc 797.6
21s10p6d2f (all s-orb. uncontr.) 797.8
21s15p10d3f uncontr.d 797.4

expf 757.8e

a B3PW91 results.b Standard 9s7p4d basis.c Outermost core s-
functions added in an uncontracted way, see text.d Fully uncontracted.
e All s-functions uncontracted. Kasai, P. H.Acc. Chem. Res.1971, 4,
329. Ar-matrix isolation.f Reference 45 reports a value of 771(14) MHz.
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is underestimated by ca. 70 MHz (Table 4). This is most
probably related to the lack of very large core-shell s-exponents
to describe accurately the spin density near the nucleus. Upon
contraction, the discrepancy with respect to the 21s15p10d3f
basis result decreases, again due to an increased SOMO
contribution. The medium-size 9s7p4d basis simulates the largest
basis sets quite well, due to error compensation. We find this
compensation to be systematic rather than accidental (see below)
and take it as a support for the usefulness of this smaller metal
basis for applications to larger systems.

Table 5 shows basis-set tests for both metal and ligand
isotropic and dipolar HFCCs in MnO, using three different
functionals. First of all, we note that the anisotropies show
relatively little basis-set dependence. Examination of the effect
of the ligand basis set on the isotropic HFCCs indicates that
the IGLO-III basis is already rather well converged relative to
the larger 8s6p3d1f basis. The effect of the metal basis is very
similar to the above results for Mn+. Decontraction of the
outermost core-shell s-functions decreasesAiso(Mn). The
smaller 9s7p4d basis compares again well with the fully
uncontracted 21s15p10d3f basis (for all functionals), due to error
compensation.

Table 6 shows results forAiso(M) andAdip(M) of a somewhat
larger subset of molecules with three different basis sets (9s7p4d,
9s7p4d+3s, 13s10p6d2f+2s), and again with three functionals.
As in the two previous cases, a more flexible description of the
outermost s-core shell regions (2s, 3s) reduces the absolute value
of Aiso(M) (TiN has a negative HFCC due to the negativegN-
(Ti); cf. Table 7). Notably, the contracted 9s7p4d basis gives
results that deviate only by ca. 1-2% from the values obtained
with the flexible 15s10p6d2f basis. Only for MnH, the deviation
is ca. 5%. This gives further justification to our use of the 9s7p4d
basis as the standard metal basis set for the remainder of this
study.

7. Performance of Different Exchange-Correlation
Functionals for Metal HFCCs

General Trends.We will start by discussing some general
trends before going into more detailed analyses for specific
groups of complexes. Table 8 gives isotropic metal HFCCs,
Table 9 the dipolar couplings for all 21 molecules and for the
eight functionals of this study, in comparison with experiment.
The dipolar couplings give us further insight, as they depend
less on subtle details of spin polarization but more on the overall
quality of our wave functions. Additional insight on spin
contamination is provided by the<S2> expectation values,
which are also included in Table 9.82

Figures 1-7 show graphically for groups of related complexes
the spin-density at the metal nuclei, and for all functionals,
normalized to the number of unpaired electrons. Two general
trends hold with very few exceptions: (i) For a given exchange

TABLE 5: Basis-Set Dependence of Hyperfine Parameters (in MHz) in MnOa

basis set BP86 B3LYP B3PW91

Mn O Aiso(Mn) Adip(Mn) Aiso(O) Adip(O) Aiso(Mn) Adip(Mn) Aiso(O) Adip(O) Aiso(Mn) Adip(Mn) Aiso(O) Adip(O)

9s7p4db IGLO-III 526.8 -24.4 -5.4 8.1 521.8 -20.7 -8.0 9.9 507.5 -20.2 -7.3 10.1
9s7p4d+3sc IGLO-III 507.3 -24.5 -5.4 8.1 502.5 -20.7 -8.0 9.9 485.9 -20.3 -7.6 9.9
15s11p6d
(uncontr.d)

IGLO-III
(uncontr.d)

507.1 -24.9 -5.3 8.1 501.9 -21.1 -7.9 9.9 488.2 -20.6 -7.2 10.1

13s10p6d2fe 8s6p3d1ff 562.5 -24.2 -5.5 8.3 557.7 -20.4 -8.0 10.0 543.3 -20.0 -7.8 10.3
13s10p6d2f+2sg 8s6p3d1ff 539.9 -24.2 -5.4 8.3 534.8 -20.4 -7.7 10.2 518.2 -20.0 -7.4 10.3
13s10p6d2f+2sg IGLO-III 534.5 -24.2 -5.3 8.3 532.9 -20.4 -7.5 10.2 516.3 -20.0 -7.2 10.3
21s15p10d3f
(uncontr.d)

8s6p3d1f
(uncontr.d)

531.5 -24.6 -5.4 8.4 527.5 -20.5 -8.0 10.0 513.7 -20.1 -7.3 10.3

a Experimental data:Aiso(Mn) ) 479.861(100) MHz,Adip(Mn) ) -16.066(59) MHz (gas-phase measurement, ref 36).b (15s11p6d)/[9s7p4d].
c Three outermost core s-functions added, see text.d Fully uncontracted.e (21s15p10d3f)/[13s10p6d2f].f Larger ligand basis, see Computational
Methods.g Two outermost core s-functions added, see text.

TABLE 6: Dependence of Metal HFCCs (in MHz) on the Metal Basis-Set for Selected Systemsa

BP86 B3LYP B3PW91

molecule 9s7p4d 12s7p4db 15s10p6d2fc 9s7p4d 12s7p4db 15s10p6d2fc 9s7p4d 12s7p4db 15s10p6d2fc expd

2ScO Aiso 1979.6 1898.4 1932.0 2032.3 1948.2 1995.6 1930.2 1849.9 1878.6 1947.339(2)
Adip 17.5 17.5 18.8 18.7 18.7 20.1 18.7 18.7 20.1 24.8053(7)

2TiN Aiso -569.0 -547.3 -561.8 -584.3 -559.7 -578.1 -554.2 -534.1 -548.1 -558.8(11)
Adip -4.3 -4.3 -4.7 -4.4 -4.5 -4.9 -4.7 -4.6 -5.1 -5(2)

4VO Aiso 821.0 789.8 815.4 829.5 796.5 825.5 795.2 763.0 788.8 778(2)
Adip -48.1 -48.0 -48.1 -49.9 -49.8 -50.0 -48.2 -48.2 -48.1 -41.3(8)

6MnO Aiso 526.8 507.3 534.5 521.8 502.5 532.9 507.5 485.9 516.3 479.861(100)
Adip -24.4 -24.5 -24.2 -20.7 -20.7 -20.4 -20.2 -20.3 -20.0 -16.066(59)

7MnH Aiso 380.0 366.7 398.1 331.8 322.1 349.0 329.6 322.3 351.7 279.4(12)
Adip 8.4 8.3 9.0 9.8 9.7 10.4 10.1 10.1 10.9 12.0(8)

a The IGLO-III basis was used for the ligands.b Three outermost core functions added to standard 9s7p4d basis, see text.c Two outermost core
functions added to 13s10p6d2f basis, see text.d See footnotes to Tables 8 and 10 for the sources of experimental data.

TABLE 7: Nuclear g-Valuesa

isotope g-value
45Sc 1.35883
47Ti -0.31538
51V 1.47100
53Cr -0.31567
55Mn 1.37960
57Fe 0.18084
59Co 1.31886
61Ni -0.49987
63Cu 1.48187
1H 5.58556
13C 1.40480
14N 0.40375
17O -0.75748
19F 5.25760

a In nuclear magnetons. Taken from Fuller, G. H.J. Chem. Phys.
Ref. Data1976, 5, 835.
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functional νx[F], the computed spin densityFN at the metal
nucleus depends on the correlation functionalνc[F] asFN(LYP)
g FN(P86)g FN(PW91). (ii) For a given correlation functional,
FN decreases such asFN(B) g FN(B3) g FN(BH), i.e., the spin
density is reduced with increasing admixture of exact exchange.
The latter trend is consistent with the expectation that the “pure”
GGA functionals underestimate spin polarization.13,14,83,84As
the core-shell contributions to this spin polarization dominate
typically in transition metals and contribute overall negatively
to FN (see above), the metal HFCCs tend to be overestimated
at the GGA level. It is well known that unrestricted Hartree-
Fock wave functions tend to overestimate spin polarization
(accompanied by spin contamination). Therefore, the inclusion

of exact exchange intoνx[F] is expected to increase spin
polarization and thus to decreaseAiso(M).

The relative sensitivity of the results toνx[F] and νc[F]
depends strongly on the particular system. For ScO, TiN, or
TiO, a change inνc (e.g. BLYPf BP86f BPW91) influences
the results considerably more than the change ofνx from B to
B3 (Figure 1). For TiF3, MnH or MnF2, and for several other
complexes, the behavior is just the opposite, i.e., the dependence
on νx dominates (e.g., Figures 3 and 4). In other cases, the
dependence onνx andνc is of comparable magnitude (see, e.g.,
Figure 2). Except for cases with strong spin contamination (cf.
below), the effects ofνx andνc appear to be roughly additive.

The overall range of variation of the HFCCs for different
functionals is also rather diverse in different systems. Thus, for
some systems the range of results encompasses only some

TABLE 8: Dependence of Isotropic Metal HFCCs on the Exchange-Correlation Functional (in MHz)

BLYP BP86 BPW91 B3LYP B3PW91 BHLYP BHP86 BHPW91 expa

2ScO 2043.5 1979.6 1933.5 2032.3 1930.2 1904.7 1983.1 1847.7 1947.339(2)b,c

2TiN -587.0 -569.0 -556.6 -584.3 -554.2 -569.6 -540.7 -528.0 -558.8(11)b,d

3TiO -257.5 -251.0 -246.3 -252.8 -242.4 -241.9 -233.2 -227.0 -241.0 (60)b,d

3VN 1432.6 1393.5 1357.8 1388.9 1315.4 1168.9 1124.6 1081.7 1311.8b,e

4VO 847.8 821.0 811.9 829.5 795.2 795.0 763.3 753.4 778(2)b,f

6MnO 543.1 526.8 524.0 521.8 507.5 528.5 509.8 504.7 479.861(100)b,g

6MnF2 313.0 294.2 283.9 240.7 214.1 144.9 118.5 109.0 104(6), 134(6)h,i

7MnF 501.9 480.6 473.9 470.5 443.6 422.3 397.4 391.5 442(6), 443(6)h,i

7MnH 380.0 380.0 385.0 331.8 329.6 277.1 271.8 276.3 279.4(12)b,j

2TiF3 -218.0 -216.6 -211.6 -192.2 -186.1 -157.8 -151.9 -149.4 -184.8(4),-177.1(4)h,k

2MnO3 2042.4 2009.3 1987.2 1735.5 1675.9 1187.6 1141.5 1111.7 1613(6)h,l

6[Mn(CN)4]2- -90.8 -99.8 -104.8 -116.6 -132.0 -155.0 -169.3 -176.0 -199(3)m
6[Cr(CO)4]+ 21.9 23.8 25.2 26.9 30.8 34.5 38.4 40.4 41.5n,o

2[Mn(CO)5] 6.7 2.8 0.8 -2.5 -12.1 -21.4 -32.0 -37.6 -2.8, 0.6, 5.6p
2[Fe(CO)5]+ 1.1 0.0 -0.6 -3.2 -5.3 -9.3 -11.7 -12.3 -2.2q

2[Mn(CN)5NO]2- -134.3 -145.8 -153.8 -223.6 -259.2 -304.5 -351.7 -364.1 -219.5r

2[Mn(CN)4N]- -160.1 -170.4 -176.0 -250.1 -275.0 -506.7 -548.5 -558.5 -276s

2[Ni(CO)3H] 24.4 22.3 23.5 33.3 33.9 51.3 54.8 56.0 9.0(2)n,t

2[Co(CO)4] -6.4 -11.3 -15.7 -61.4 -75.4 -175.4 -210.0 -219.7 -47.8,-52(1)u
2CuO -651.8 -640.0 -678.1 -755.2 -776.4 -732.4 -676.4 -717.3 -483.6(94)b,V

2[Cu(CO)3] -19.2 -7.3 -7.1 4.7 13.0 45.0 68.8 67.9 71.2w

a The numbers in parentheses represent standard deviations.b Gas-phase measurement.c Reference 28.d Reference 29. For the TiO molecule,
parameter “c” determining the dipolar contribution has not been resolved. Our B3PW91/9s7p4d result forAdip() c/3) has been used to derive
Aiso() b + c/3) from the reported sumb + c ) -231.6(60) MHz.e Balfour, J.; Merer, A. J.; Niki, H.; Simard, B.; Hackett, P. A.J. Chem. Phys.
1993, 99, 3288. Our B3PW91/9s7p4d result forAdip() c/3) has been used to deriveAiso()b + c/3) from the reported sumb + c ) 1264.2 MHz.
f Reference 33.g Reference 36. See also references given therein.h EPR in Ne and Ar matrix, respectively.i DeVore, C.; Van Zee, J. R.; Weltner,
W. Jr. J. Chem. Phys.1978, 68, 3522. j Reference 37.k Reference 44.l Reference 45.m EPR in solution, ref 53.n EPR in Kr matrix.o Reference
52. p (1)EPR in Ar matrix, ref 54. (2) Solid-state EPR: Ozin, G. A., personal communication cited by Huffadine, A. S.; Peake, B. M.; Robinson
B. M.; Simpson, J; Davson, P. A.J. Organomet. Chem.1976, 121, 391. (3) EPR in C6D6 matrix: Howard, J. A.; Morton, J. R.; Preston, K, F.
Chem. Phys. Lett.1982, 83, 1226.q EPR in Cr(CO)6 host crystal, ref 55.r Single-crystal EPR in a host lattice of Na2Fe(CN)5NO‚2H2O: Manoharan,
T.; Gray, H. B.Inorg. Chem.1966, 5, 823. s EPR in CH3CN at 300 and 10 K, cf. ref 58. Relative signs are known.t Reference 51. The sign of the
A||(+) has been determined from the sign of the nuclear quadrupolar coupling tensor component.u EPR in solid Kr, ref 50; EPR in CO matrix, cf.
ref 88b.V Steimle, T.; Namiki, K.; Saito, S.J. Chem. Phys.1997, 107, 6109.w EPR in Ar matrix, refs 46 and 47.

Figure 1. Spin densityFN
R-â at the metal nuclei in2ScO,3TiO, 2TiN,

and3VN, normalized to the number of unpaired electrons. Dependence
on νxc.

Figure 2. Spin densityFN
R-â at the metal nuclei in4VO and6MnO,

normalized to the number of unpaired electrons. Dependence onνxc.
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percent of the value of the HFCC (e.g., for ScO, TiN, TiO, or
VO; note that previous studies have concentrated on such
species), whereas for others this range may be on the order of
the HFCC itself. This relative variation depends of course on
the absolute value of the HFCC but also on other features we

will discuss in more detail below. In comparison with experi-
ment (Table 8), or with the coupled-cluster results (Table 3),
unfortunately we cannot single out any functional which would
be superior to the others. The performance of a given functional
is very different for different classes of complexes. Thus, while
the B3LYP functional has been particularly popular for HFCCs

TABLE 9: Dependence of Dipolar Metal HFCCs on the Exchange-Correlation Functional (in MHz)

molecule BLYP BP86 BPW91 B3LYP B3PW91 BHLYP BHP86 BHPW91
exp.a

nominal〈S2〉
2ScO Adip 17.1 17.5 17.3 18.7 18.7 21.1 21.2 21.0 24.8053(7)

<S2> 0.751 0.752 0.752 0.751 0.752 0.751 0.752 0.753 0.750
2TiN Adip -4.1 -4.3 -4.3 -4.4 -4.7 -5.0 -5.2 -5.3 -5(2)

<S2> 0.752 0.754 0.756 0.753 0.759 0.757 0.768 0.769 0.750
3TiO Adip -5.0 -4.7 -4.7 -5.0 -4.7 -5.1 -4.9 -4.9

<S2> 2.009 2.011 2.014 2.012 2.017 2.016 2.020 2.024 2.000
3VN Adip -29.7 -28.0 -26.6 -26.3 -23.8 -16.0 -14.8 -14.0

<S2> 2.034 2.040 2.047 2.076 2.119 2.424 2.442 2.505 2.000
4VO Adip -49.8 -48.1 -47.7 -49.9 -48.2 -50.9 -49.9 -48.9 -41.3(8)

<S2> 3.784 3.791 3.798 3.799 3.815 3.817 3.817 3.841 3.750
6MnO Adip -24.9 -24.4 -24.3 -20.7 -20.2 -16.2 -16.2 -16.0 -16.066(59)

<S2> 8.783 8.788 8.794 8.827 8.848 9.034 9.059 9.078 8.750
6MnF2 Adip -7.8 -6.4 -6.4 -3.6 -2.2 0.8 2.0 2.2 10(6) or 6(6)b

<S2> 8.758 8.760 8.761 8.760 8.762 8.760 8.761 8.762 8.750
7MnF Adip 5.6 6.2 6.2 7.0 7.6 8.4 8.7 8.7 24(6), 16(6)

<S2> 12.002 12.003 12.003 12.003 12.003 12.003 12.003 12.003 12.000
7MnH Adip 7.8 8.4 8.4 9.8 10.1 10.9 11.2 11.2 12.0(8)

<S2> 12.003 12.004 12.004 12.003 12.004 12.002 12.003 12.004 12.000
2TiF3 Adip -9.9 -9.2 -9.1 -10.1 -9.5 -9.9 -9.5 -9.3 -6.6(4),-8.1(4)b

<S2> 0.752 0.752 0.753 0.752 0.753 0.752 0.752 0.753 0.750
2MnO3 Adip 95.9 95.1 95.5 124.5 125.9 178.0 174.2 171.4 81(3)

<S2> 0.765 0.768 0.770 0.880 0.914 2.0025 1.994 2.054 0.750
6[Mn(CN)4]2- Adip 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0c

<S2> 8.762 8.764 8.765 8.762 8.766 8.763 8.765 8.766 8.750
6[Cr(CO)4]+ Adip 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

<S2> 8.757 8.761 8.762 8.759 8.764 8.761 8.765 8.765 8.750
2[Mn(CO)5] Adip 97.0 96.1 96.2 96.5 95.8 88.6 88.4 89.0 90(8)- 92(6)d

<S2> 0.753 0.753 0.754 0.758 0.759 0.773 0.773 0.776 0.750
2[Fe(CO)5]+ Adip 18.5 18.3 18.2 19.3 19.0 19.7 19.5 19.6 15.4

<S2> 0.757 0.757 0.756 0.763 0.764 0.770 0.770 0.771 0.750
2[Mn(CN)5NO]2- Adip -97.3 -98.2 -96.2 -58.1 -56.0 -30.3 -30.2 -29.0 -115.2

<S2> 0.868 0.850 0.866 1.440 1.464 2.091 2.077 2.086 0.750
2[Mn(CN)4N]- Adip -116.2 -115.2 -115.1 -117.2 -115.6 -88.5 -88.7 -89.2 -122.4

<S2> 0.774 0.773 0.775 0.882 0.896 1.763 1.784 1.796 0.750
2[Ni(CO)3H] Adip -49.8 -49.6 -49.6 -56.9 -56.5 -67.8 -67.2 -66.8 -44.0(2)

<S2> 0.752 0.752 0.752 0.757 0.756 0.793 0.791 0.793 0.750
2[Co(CO)4] Adip 153.6 152.4 151.8 147.4 146.2 101.2 93.6 84.5 110.0

<S2> 0.762 0.761 0.763 0.788 0.789 0.930 0.957 1.005 0.750
2CuO Adip 42.7 41.6 41.8 33.7 33.4 22.8 20.8 21.6 24.1

<S2> 0.762 0.761 0.762 0.767 0.768 0.768 0.765 0.767 0.750
2[Cu(CO)3] Adip 65.2 65.7 64.8 65.9 65.4 58.4 58.8 58.3 81

<S2> 0.751 0.752 0.752 0.753 0.754 0.756 0.757 0.758 0.750

a See corresponding footnotes to Table 8 for the sources of the experimental data.b EPR in Ne and Ar matrix, respectively.c Not observed (zero
due to symmetry).d EPR using different solid matrices.

Figure 3. Spin densityFN
R-â at the metal nuclei in2TiF3 and2MnO3,

normalized to the number of unpaired electrons. Dependence onνxc.

Figure 4. Spin densityFN
R-â at the metal nuclei in7MnF, 7MnH, and

6MnF2, normalized to the number of unpaired electrons. Dependence
on νxc.
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of organic molecules,85 no “universal functional” appears to be
available yet for the present transition metal systems.86 The
variations in the electronic structure appear to be too large. For
the ”easier” systems mentioned (ScO, TiN, TiO, and VO), any
of the GGA or hybrid functionals gives results within ca. 5-10%
of the experimental values. In some cases (e.g., VN, MnO3,
[Mn(CN)4N]-, [Ni(CO)3H], [Co(CO)4]), the spin contamination
(cf. <S2> in Table 9) for the BH-type hybrid functionals is
unacceptably large and leads to a deterioration of the results.
In other cases (e.g., [Mn(CN)5NO]2-), spin contamination is
even significant with pure GGA functionals. However, interest-
ingly there is also a significant group of complexes (e.g., MnH,
MnF2, [Mn(CN)4]2-, [Cr(CO)4]+), where the half-and-half
hybrids perform particularly well, without any apparent prob-

lems of spin contamination. Let us therefore discuss the results
in more detail, and relate them to the electronic structure of the
molecules in question.

ScO, TiN, TiO, VN, and VO. This first group of systems
exhibits large positive spin density at the metal nucleus, resulting
from the dominant participation of the metal 4s orbital in the
SOMO, or in one of the SOMOs.2ScO and2TiN are the simplest
representatives. Here theσ-type SOMO has predominantly metal
4s character,9,12,29 with some 3dz2 and 4p admixture (it is
polarized away from the ligand).3TiO and3VN have in addition
one 3dδ-type SOMO,4VO two 3dδ-type SOMOs. The domi-
nance of the direct SOMO contribution to the HFCCs explains
the relatively low dependence onνx (Figures 1, 2, Table 8).
The treatment of dynamical correlation viaνc appears to
influence the HFCCs mainly via the shape of the SOMO. We
find the SOMO to become more diffuse along the series LYP
< P86< PW91 (valence-shell spin polarization is also affected
somewhat byνc). Addition of exact exchange also renders the
SOMO somewhat more diffuse and reduces the HFCC slightly
(the spin-polarization contributions are also affected but are not
very pronounced).

VN is exceptional within this group, due to the significant
onset of spin contamination upon inclusion of exact exchange
(in contrast to the isoelectronic TiO!). This leads to a much
larger dependence of the HFCC on the exchange functional,
and finally to a significant deterioration of the results with BH-
type hybrid functionals. This is confirmed by the results for
Adip(M) (Table 9). The relatively low coupling anisotropy is
mainly due to the 3dz2-type SOMO and depends relatively little
on νxc for ScO, TiN, TiO, and VO. In contrast, for VN the
admixture of exact exchange reduces the absolute value ofAdip-
(M) significantly, in parallel with the drastic increase in<S2>
(Table 9). Unfortunately, no experimentalAdip(M) is available
for this system.

3TiO and2TiN have been studied recently by Engels et al.,13

using the PWP86 functional and medium-sized basis sets. For
TiN, their results differ only by ca. 1% from our BP86 value,
despite their ca. 0.03 Å larger Ti-N distance. Our own test
calculations for TiN at the structure used by Engels et al. indicate
very small changes (<1 MHz), i.e., a small dependence of the
isotropic metal HFCC on bond length. Recently, B3LYP
calculations for ScO have been performed by Knight et al.21

Their value given forAiso(Sc) was 1877.5 MHz, ca. 8% lower
than the value in Table 8, ca. 6% lower than our result with the
larger 15s10p6d2f basis (cf. Table 6), but in excellent agreement
with our B3PW91 results. Indeed, we have meanwhile been
informed that Knight et al. erroneously reported their B3PW91
data as B3LYP results.87

Except for VN, the dipolar coupling constants (Table 9) are
small and increase slightly in absolute value with increasing
exact-exchange mixing in the functional. While this trend is
partly related to an increasing participation of the metal 4pz

orbital in the SOMO, spin polarization should not be disregarded
completely. Thus, e.g., a restricted B3PW91 calculation on ScO
gives Adip(Sc) ) +12.8 MHz, quite different from the unre-
stricted result of+20.0 MHz. This should be compared to the
RB3PW91 and UB3PW91 results for the isotropic HFCC of
+1910.6 MHz and+1948.8 MHz, respectively. Thus, on a
relative basis, spin polarization in ScO is more important for
Adip(Sc) than forAiso(Sc)!

MnO, MnF 2, MnF, MnH. In going to higher spin multiplici-
ties, we may compare6MnO to 4VO. MnO has two additional
SOMOs, antibonding orbitals with metal-3dπ and 4pπ, as well
as ligand 2pπ character. Due to the large number of d-type

Figure 5. Spin densityFN
R-â at the metal nuclei in6[Mn(CN)4]2- and

6[Cr(CO)4]+, normalized to the number of unpaired electrons. Depen-
dence onνxc.

Figure 6. Spin densityFN
R-â at the metal nuclei in2[Mn(CO)5] and

2[Fe(CO)5]+, normalized to the number of unpaired electrons. Depen-
dence onνxc.

Figure 7. Spin densityFN
R-â at the metal nuclei in2[Mn(CN)5NO]2-

and 2[Mn(CN)4N]-, normalized to the number of unpaired electrons.
Dependence onνxc.
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SOMOs, spin-polarization effects via the core shells are more
pronounced. At first sight surprisingly, the BHLYP hybrid
functional gives a somewhat larger spin density than B3LYP.
This is most likely connected to the significant spin contamina-
tion upon exact-exchange mixing (cf. Table 9). The net
dependence onνxc may still be considered moderate, with an
overall range of less than 10% of the absolute HFCC. The
somewhat larger dependence onνx and the spin contamination
are also apparent from the somewhat larger variations inAdip-
(M) compared to the above species (Table 9).

As related high-spin systems, but with lower netFN, we may
compare7MnF, 7MnH, and 6MnF2 (cf. Figure 3, Table 8).
6MnF2 differs from the related6MnO by the symmetrical
arrangement of two ligands in this linear two-coordinate
complex. As a result, the singleσ-type SOMO (which is
accompanied by two 3dδ- and two 3dπ-type SOMOs) has larger
3dz

2 and less 4s character than for MnO and is significantly
Mn-F antibonding. The isotropic HFCC is therefore lower, and
its significantly larger dependence onνx is mainly due to
valence-shell spin polarization. The overall range ofAiso(M)
values is thus larger than the relatively low HFCC itself.
Comparison with experiment suggests the BH-type hybrid
functionals to provide the best description (Table 8). Spin
contamination is generally low. The absolute value ofAdip(M)
is very small and thus difficult to describe accurately. Moreover,
it changes significantly from Ne to Ar matrix (Table 9).
Remember that this system was also one of the more difficult
examples in the coupled cluster calculations (section 5, Table
3).

7MnF and 7MnH differ from 6MnO and 6MnF2 mainly by
having two rather than one singly occupiedσ-type orbitals. The
metal 4s orbital contributes in an Mn-X bonding way to one of
these SOMOs, in an antibonding fashion to the other one (both
orbitals are again dominated by the 3dz

2 orbital). As for MnF2,
inclusion of exact exchange influences mainly the SOMO and
valence-shell spin-polarization contributions in both systems,
while the total core polarizations are almost unaffected. The
overall dependence onνx is quite large for MnH (but not as
large as for MnF2), somewhat lower for MnF (cf. Figure 3).
The choice of νc influences both core and valence shell
contributions. For MnH these changes cancel each other so that
the overall dependence onνc is low, similar to MnF2 but in
contrast to MnF. The comparison with experiment would suggest
BH-type functionals to perform best for MnH. On the other
hand, all functionals give results within ca. 13% from experiment
for MnF. Spin contamination does not seem to be a problem
for MnF2, MnF, or MnH, in contrast to the BH-type results for
MnO (Table 9).

For these four manganese systems,Adip(M) is very small and
caused mainly by the 3dxz, 3dyz, 3dxy, and 3dx2-y2 character of
the π- andδ-type SOMOs. It is notable that the effect of spin
polarization is again not negligible (cf. above). For example,
the dipolar coupling of-15.7 MHz for MnO at the unrestricted
BHPW91 level is changed to-20.2 MHz at the restricted level.
Similarly, we obtain+2.4 MHz for Adip(Mn) in MnF2 at the
unrestricted,-5.9 MHz at the restricted BHPW91 level.

TiF3 and MnO3. Two related molecules with relatively large
positive spin densities at the nuclei, but with a significant
dependence onνxc are TiF3 and MnO3 (cf. Figure 4, Table 8).
For both systems, the SOMO is dominated by the metal 3dz

2

orbital, interacting with the ligand hybrid orbitals in an
antibonding way. Some 4s character is mixed in. The composi-
tion of the SOMO is similar for both complexes (Mulliken
population analyses, using the BLYP functional, give a 4s/3dz

2

population ratio of 0.18/0.76 for TiF3 and of 0.13/0.67 for
MnO3). The largerFN of MnO3 is thus due to the much larger
effective charge on the metal. The sensitivity toνx is already
significant for TiF3, but all functionals do still give results within
ca. 15% of the experimental value. DFT calculations of
Belanzoni et al.17 (with the BP86 functional and STO basis sets)
gave-233.9 MHz forAiso(Ti), somewhat larger than our-216.6
MHz with the same functional. This difference arises mainly
from their shorter LSDA Ti-F bond length (1.756 Å vs our
1.780 Å). Using their shorter distance, we obtain-231.0 MHz,
i.e., closer agreement with their value (note the negativegN-
(Ti), Table 7). This indicates a much larger structural depen-
dence ofAiso(Ti) compared to our above discussion for TiN,
probably due to presence of core-shell spin-polarization
contributions.

In view of the significant deviations of the g-tensor from the
free-electron value (Table 2), TiF3 is one of the cases where
spin-orbit effects have to be considered. Indeed, here we are
in the fortunate situation that explicit DFT calculations of these
spin-orbit contributions are available, both within a perturba-
tion-theoretical approach,17 and using the explicitly relativistic
two-component zero-order-regular-approximation (ZORA)
scheme.19 Using the BP86 functional, both approaches gave very
small positive spin-orbit (pseudocontact) contributions toAiso-
(Ti) (ca. 3-6 MHz), whereas the spin-orbit contributions to
Adip(Ti) are negative (between-2.3 MHz and-2.8 MHz) and
significant relative to the small dipolar coupling. Our own simple
semiempirical estimate of the spin-orbit corrections (section
4, eq 6) gives+3.4 MHz for the pseudocontact term and-2.1
MHz for Adip, in good agreement with the explicit calculations.
The addition of the latter value to the computedAdip does not
improve the agreement with experiment, but it has to be noted
that the matrix does affect the results nonnegligibly (cf. Table
9).

For MnO3, the νx dependence ofAiso is particularly pro-
nounced (Table 8 and Figure 4), and is complicated by
significant spin contamination (cf.〈S2〉 and the large dependence
of Adip(Mn) on νx, Table 9). The results for MnO3 exemplify a
dilemma that arises also in other cases (see below): While some
admixture of exact exchange increases spin polarization and thus
may improve the agreement with experiment relative to the
”pure” GGA results, it may lead at the same time to considerable
spin contamination (we note that the spin contamination is
connected to valence-shell spin polarization.). Thus, despite the
superficial similarity with the isoelectronic TiF3, the demands
on the functional are much higher for the more covalent, highly
oxidized MnO3 (cf. also the VN vs TiO comparison above).
One could argue that the B3-type functionals do still provide a
reasonable description of the wave function for MnO3 (with
moderate but nonnegligible spin contamination). However, the
unusually large variations inAdip(M) (Table 9) speak against
this. Note that the coupled cluster results forAiso(M) (Table 3)
agree well with experiment (they are slightly too negative).

[Mn(CN) 4]2- and [Cr(CO)4]+. As two further high-spin
systems, we may examine the two isoelectronic, tetrahedral ions
6[Mn(CN)4]2- and 6[Cr(CO)4]+. The five SOMOs correspond
to all five metal d orbitals, corresponding to thet2 and e
irreducible representations inTd symmetry. Due to the absence
of any direct s-type SOMO contribution,FN is entirely caused
by spin polarization and is negative for both systems (see Figure
5; the positiveAiso(Cr) is due to the negativegN(Cr), cf. Table
7). Spin polarization of the core shells by the d-type SOMOs
dominates (and provides negativeFN) and is partly compensated
by valence-shell spin polarization. Therefore, the dependence
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on νxc is particularly large, and it is rather similar for these
isoelectronic systems (Figure 5). Even with BH-type hybrid
functionals, which provide the best agreement with experi-
ment, the spin polarization apparently is still underestimated
slightly. The coupling anisotropy is zero, due to symmetry, and
spin contamination is relatively small for all functionals (Table
9).

[Mn(CO) 5] and [Fe(CO)5]+. Let us now turn to low-spin
complexes. For the isoelectronic low-spin d7 complexes
2[Mn(CO)5] and 2[Fe(CO)5]+, the SOMO exhibits metal 3dz

2

and 4pz character and isσ-antibonding with respect to the axial
M-CO bond in these square pyramidal (C4V) complexes. The
metal 4s contribution to the SOMO is small. As the small
positive direct SOMO contribution toAiso(M) (ca. +60 MHz
and ca.+14 MHz for M ) Mn, Fe, respectively) is furthermore
canceled partly by negative core-shell spin-polarization con-
tributions, very small isotropic HFCCs result for these low-
spin systems. As a consequence, the description is difficult and
the dependence onνxc (particularly onνx) is large on a relative
scale (Figure 6). This holds in particular for the iron complex.
In other words, a larger effective charge at the metal appears to
increase the sensitivity to the functional (as found above for
other isoelectronic pairs, e.g., VN vs TiO or MnO3 vs TiF3).
Based on the comparison to experiment, it is difficult to select
any particular functional that would be preferable over the others
(the BH-type hybrids might seem to be less preferable, although
spin contamination is not very pronounced). We estimate spin-
orbit corrections (cf. section 4) of ca.+21.2 MHz forAiso(Mn)
and of ca.-12.8 MHz forAdip(Mn) in [Mn(CO)5], as well as
ca. +5.3 MHz for Aiso(Fe) and ca.-3.0 MHz for Adip(Fe) in
[Fe(CO)5]+. The correction for the manganese complex may
be overestimated, as the coefficient of the 3dz

2 orbital in the
SOMO is small (δ2 ) 0.43, cf. eq 6) and the neglected
contribution from the 4pz orbital may be large.

[Mn(CN) 5NO]2- and [Mn(CN)4N]-. The two C4V sym-
metrical systems2[Mn(CN)5NO]2- and2[Mn(CN)4N]- (a low-
spin d5 and a d1 complex, respectively) both have a single metal
3dxy-type SOMO. They also share the unfortunate problem of
significant spin contamination, in particular with hybrid func-
tionals (Table 9). Significant core-shell spin polarization
dominates the observed negative isotropic HFCCs. This is
augmented by valence-shell spin polarization, mainly involving
metal dxz and dyz orbitals. These d-orbitals contribute to the
π-components of the Mn-N triple bond in the d1 system, and
to both Mn-N π-bonding andπ-antibonding MOs in the d5

complex. Low-lying excited states involving theseπ- andπ*-
type orbitals are mainly responsible for the spin contamination
(i.e., the spin contamination is connected to significant valence-
shell spin polarization, as found above for MnO3).

Spin contamination is already nonnegligible for the GGA
functionals, increases for the B3-type hybrids, and becomes
dramatic for the BH-type hybrids. As a consequence, the
computedAdip values appear to be still reasonable for the GGAs
but deteriorate significantly for the hybrid functionals (with the
exception of the B3-type hybrid results for [Mn(CN)4N]-). The
isotropic HFCCs are not sufficiently negative with the GGAs,
are in closer agreement with experiment for the B3-type hybrids,
but become much too negative with the BH-type hybrids (Figure
7). We have to conclude that the reasonableAiso results with
the B3-type hybrids are at least in part fortuitous, due to spin
contamination. None of the functionals investigated here is thus
really adequate to describe all features of the hyperfine coupling
in these two complexes. We also note that SCF convergence to
a global minimum in parameter space (i.e., in the MO coef-

ficients) was difficult with several of the functionals, in particular
for [Mn(CN)4N]-. It appears that low-lying local minima exist.
We have therefore used tighter convergence criteria on the
density matrix for these systems than theGaussian 94default
values (i.e., 10-8 au instead of 10-4 au root-mean-square
deviation).

The pure GGA functionals give three positive occupied orbital
energies for [Mn(CN)5NO]2- (no positive eigenvalues are
obtained with the BH-type hybrids), indicating that the isolated
dianion might not be stable with respect to electron loss (this
holds also for the [Mn(CN)4]2- dianion discussed above).
However, we believe that, in connection with the finite basis
set, this affects the HFCC results negligibly compared to the
more serious problem of spin contamination.

Due to the significant deviations of the g-tensor components
from the free-electron value (Table 2) in [Mn(CN)5NO]2-, we
have considered spin-orbit corrections. Our simple estimate
gives a pseudocontact term of ca.+6.4 MHz and a spin-orbit
contribution to Adip of -2.8 MHz. Spin-orbit effects are
estimated to be small for [Mn(CN)4N]- (cf. g-tensor in Table
2).

[Ni(CO)3H] and [Co(CO)4]. The SOMO of these two
trigonal pyramidal (C3V) d9 complexes88 is of a1 symmetry and
composed of metal 3dz

2 and 4pz contributions, with overall axial
metal-ligandσ-antibonding character. In both cases, the SOMO
has very little metal 4s character and thus gives only small direct
contributions toFN. These are furthermore compensated partially
by the negative core-shell spin polarization. As a result, the
isotropic HFCCs are low. Possibly due to the partial 4pz

character of the SOMO, the dipolar couplings are relatively large
(in analogy to the low-spin d7 complexes [Mn(CO)5] and
[Fe(CO)5]+ discussed above).

At first sight,Adip(M) in [Co(CO)4] would seem significantly
too large with GGA (and B3-type) functionals (Table 9), despite
the relatively small spin contamination. However, in view of
the very large g-shifts (Table 2), spin-orbit corrections are
expected to be particularly significant for this complex. Indeed,
our simple estimate (eq 6, section 4) provides a large correction
of -42.2 MHz to Adip(Co). This would bring both the GGA
results and the B3-type hybrid results into good agreement with
experiment, whereas the BH-type hybrid results would then be
too low. The reduction of the dipolar couplings by inclusion of
exact exchange is again accompanied by signifcant spin
contamination, and we do not expect these BH-type functionals
to provide a reliable description for this system. In view of its
smallness, the isotropic HFCC (Table 8) is difficult to describe.
Considering also the estimated spin-orbit correction toAiso-
(Co) of +69.5 MHz may suggest that even the B3-type hybrid
results are still insufficiently negative. On the other hand, the
BH-type hybrid results clearly overshoot the negative spin-
polarization contributions dramatically.

Both spin contamination and the dependence ofAdip(M) on
νxc are less pronounced for [Ni(CO)3H]. The GGA results would
seem to agree best with experiment forAdip(Ni), whereas the
BH-type hybrid results are clearly too negative (and are accom-
panied by spin-contamination, Table 9). Our estimated spin-
orbit correction of+16.4 MHz toAdip(Ni) would change this
picture but may be too large, as the metal 4pz orbital contributes
significantly to the SOMO (the 3dz2 contribution to the SOMO
is particularly low for this complex, withδ2 ) 0.28, cf. eq 6).
The estimated spin-orbit correction toAiso(Ni) (pseudocontact
term) of -26.8 MHz may thus also be too large. In view of
these uncertainties about the magnitude of the spin-orbit
corrections, either GGA or B3-type hybrid functionals might
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be closest to the experimental isotropic HFCC (Table 8),
whereas the BH-type hybrids give in any case too large values.

CuO. The d9 complex2CuO differs from the previous cases
by exhibiting a hole in a degenerate (π-type) MO. In other
words, the one-particle description of the X2Π ground state of
CuO assigns three electrons to the 4π MO (the two components
are built from the O 2px, Cu 3dxz, Cu 4px, and from the O 2py,
Cu 3dyz, and Cu 4py orbitals, respectively).89 It is thus clear
that a cylindrically symmetrical wave function in a single-
determinant framework may be obtained only by using fractional
occupations (i.e., 0.5 electrons in each of the two MOs). The
integer occupation of one of the two degenerate 4π MOs would,
e.g., not provide an axially symmetrical hyperfine tensor. On
the other hand, one may average calculations with different
integer occupations (similar considerations pertain to Kohn-
Sham calculations on certain degenerate states of open-shell
atoms90a). The results forAdip(Cu) obtained by this averaging
procedure are given in Table 9 (the coupled cluster results in
Table 3 were obtained in the same manner). As we were not
able to enforce appropriate fractional occupations within the
Gaussian 94program, we resorted to calculations using the
BP86 functional and the deMon code31,90 to compare integer
and fractional occupations (using the same basis set but in
addition auxiliary basis sets to fit charge density and exchange-
correlation potential31,90). Indeed, the dipolar couplings obtained
with fractional occupations differed by less than 6 MHz from
averaged results with integer occupations (the isotropic cou-
plings also changed by less than 5 MHz). This seems to justify
the averaging procedure.

Due to the absence of metal 4s orbital contributions to the
SOMO, the isotropic metal HFCC arises exclusively from spin
polarization. Interestingly, theνx dependence for a givenνc is
FN(B) > FN(BH) > FN(B3). On the other hand, we find a
significant decrease ofAdip(Cu) from B to B3 to BH functionals.
The latter trend is due to the shift of single-electron density
from Cu to O with admixture of exact exchange. For the
isotropic HFCCs, stronger core-shell spin polarization accounts
for the more negative value with B3-type relative to B-type
functionals. Further dramatic decrease of the spin density on
Cu reverses the trend and gives a less negativeAiso(Cu) with
BH-type functionals.

The Aiso(Cu) results are too negative for all functionals,
whereas the variation between the functionals is smaller than
the discrepancy with respect to experiment. Note that even the
coupled cluster calculations give too negativeAiso(Cu) when
considering the trend upon enlarging the basis set (Table 3).
Moreover, spin contamination seems to be small. The difference
with respect to experiment is thus probably not mainly a problem
of describing the spin polarization well. There are three other
possible reasons which might account for the too negative
isotropic HFCCs, of which we suspect the latter to be decisive:
multireference character of the wave function, errors in the bond
length, relativistic effects.

Multireference Character of the WaVe Function.Our coupled
cluster wave functions give no large coefficients for configura-
tions other than the given reference configuration. We note also
that the single-reference coupled-pair-functional (CPF) calcula-
tions by Langhoff and Bauschlicher appear to describe the
ground state of CuO adequately (whereas CISD calculations
without corrections for higher order excitations perform poorly).91

Thus, CuO is probably not a priori a multireference case.
Moreover, spin contamination is small. This speaks against
significant problems of describing the wave function with the
current approaches.

Bond Length Errors.The isotropic HFCC is extremely
dependent on the Cu-O bond length. Shortening the bond by
only 0.005 Å (from 1.729 to 1.724 Å) changesAiso(Cu) from
-776 MHz to -747 MHz, i.e., by ca. 4% (B3PW91 result).
Together with the above results for TiN and TiF3, this suggests
that the dependence of the isotropic HFCCs on bond length
increases with an increasing importance of spin polarization (a
more systematic study of the interdependence between structural
changes and HFCCs in transition metal complexes is beyond
the scope of the present study but should be pursued in the
future). On the other hand, the experimental bond distance of
1.729 Å appears to be reliable and has been confirmed
experimentally92 and theoretically.93

RelatiVistic Effects.Scalar relativistic effects should lead to
a larger (negative) spin density at the nucleus and would thus
be expected to lead tomorenegative values forAiso(Cu). Spin-
orbit effects are difficult to judge, as unfortunately no experi-
mental g-tensor information is available. Our preliminary
perturbation-theoretical calculations of the g-tensor indicate a
large positive∆g⊥. Thus, we may expect significant spin-orbit
contributions to the HFCCs, and we believe that this is the most
likely reason for the discrepancies between calculation and
experiment.

[Cu(CO)3]. Finally, we look at a very different bonding
situation. The wave function in [Cu(CO)3] is derived from the
3d104p1 configuration of Cu0, and the SOMO is composed of
the Cu 4pz orbital andπ-type ligand orbitals. The isotropic metal
HFCC is thus exclusively due to spin polarization. Interestingly,
FN(Cu) is positive, whereas we have seen above that core-
shell spin polarization due to 3d-type SOMOs always contributes
negatively toFN(M). Thus, the situation resembles more that
known for main-groupπ-type radicals, with the (slight) differ-
ence that we have a very polarizable M-shell below the 4pz-
type SOMO. The description for [Cu(CO)3] is thus consider-
ably more difficult than for Cu(C2H2) or Cu(CO) studied
previously with DFT methods by Barone et al.,14,15where large
positive direct contributions from a metal 4s-type SOMO
dominate.

Spin contamination is minor, and the dipolar couplings depend
relatively little on the functional (however, the BH-type hybrids
give ca. 6-7 MHz lower values, cf. Table 9). The experimental
Adip(Cu) is underestimated. It is possible that this is due to an
overestimate of the Cu-C bond length even by the MP2
optimizations used (cf. Table 1). This would be consistent with
our finding that test calculations at the larger DFT optimized
bond length (also Table 1), give ca. 8 MHz lower dipolar
couplings. In other words, structural errors are more likely for
this weakly bound complex than for the other systems.

Looking at the isotropic metal HFCC (Table 8), we see that
we obviously underestimate core-shell spin polarization with
the pure GGA functionals. Even the sign of the HFCC is wrong.
The agreement with experiment is improved somewhat with B3-
type hybrids, and even more significantly with the BH-type
hybrids, without any apparent spin contamination problem. The
situation may thus be comparable to that forπ-type organic
radicals.15 We also see a surprisingly large difference between
the BHLYP functional and the BHP86 and BHPW91 functionals
(likely due to the description of the SOMO).

8. Ligand HFCCs

As this work concentrates on complexes with the SOMO
mainly localized on the metal, the spin densities at the ligand
nuclei are about 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than those at
the metal nuclei. This places of course considerable demand
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on the computational approach to describe the subtle delocal-
ization of spin density to the ligands, as well as spin-polarization
effects. We should also mention again that relativistic effects,
which are not considered here, may have a nonnegligible
influence on the small ligand HFCCs (cf. section 4). The metal
HFCCs are our main interest in this work, but we may
nevertheless note some trends in the computed ligand HFCCs.

Table 10 summarizes the isotropic ligand HFCCs, Table 11
the dipolar couplings. Concerning the dependence of the
isotropic HFCCs onνxc, we note trends very similar to above
for the metal HFCCs. Thus, the spin densitiesFN at the ligand
nuclei (when including their signs) exhibit often theνc

dependenceFN(LYP) g FN(P86)g FN(PW91) for a givenνx,
and typically theνx dependenceFN(B) g FN(B3) g FN(BH) for
a givenνc (the negative gN(O) needs to be kept in mind, cf.
Table 7). A notable exception to this trend is provided by the
inverse dependence onνx, i.e., FN(BH) g FN(B3) g FN(B) in
the high-spin complexes MnO, MnF2, and MnF or in the case
of 17O splitting in CuO and Cu(CO)3. Exceptions to the
abovementioned trends are also notable when significant spin
contamination is connected to orbitals with large contributions
on the given ligand (see, e.g., results for VN, MnO3, [Co(CO)4]),
and for the axial nitrogen in [Mn(CN)4N]- (cf. Table 10). The

relative sensitivity of the results toνx vsνc is of course different
than it was for the metal HFCCs, as the relevant spin-
polarization effects are now those around the ligand nuclei.

As for the isotropic metal HFCCs, the isotropic ligand HFCCs
are made up of direct SOMO and indirect spin-polarization
contributions. The latter are missing for MnH, where the single
hydrogen 1s-AO is directly involved in two of the SOMOs (cf.
section 7). TheAiso(H) in MnH is thus a relatively simple
measure of the localization of the twoσ-type SOMOs at the H
nucleus. Interestingly, the dependence of thisAiso(H) on νxc in
MnH is similar to that of the metal HFCCs in ScO and TiN,
which are also dominated by direct SOMO contributions (but
with much larger overallFN; cf. section 7). The significant
difference between LYP and the two other correlation func-
tionals is particularly notable forAiso(H) in MnH. This may
suggest that the description of dynamical correlation is critical
for the charge distribution within the twoσ-type SOMOs.

A similar dependence onνc is apparent for the13C HFCCs
in [Mn(CN)4]2- and [Cr(CO)4]+, but for a different reason: The
SOMO contributions are affected very little, and it is valence-
shell spin polarization which changes withνc (core polarizations
at carbon are negligible). Experimental data are available only
for [Cr(CO)4]+. The hybrid functionals appear to give better

TABLE 10: Isotropic Ligand HFCCs (in MHz)

isotope BLYP BP86 BPW91 B3LYP B3PW91 BHLYP BHP86 BHPW91 expa

2ScO 17O -22.8 -21.3 -19.8 -19.9 -17.0 -16.5 -13.3 -11.6 -20.3(3) or-18.9(4)b,c

2TiN 14N 19.8 18.4 17.3 17.1 14.4 12.8 10.1 9.5 18.478(1)
3TiO 17O -8.2 -8.2 -7.3 -4.9 -4.3 -0.2 0.6 1.6
3VN 14N 6.0 6.2 5.8 3.2 3.2 -9.3 -6.0 -7.2
4VO 17O -2.7 -3.1 -2.4 1.1 1.5 6.7 7.3 8.0 0(4)d

6MnO 17O -6.6 -5.4 -5.3 -8.0 -7.3 -9.0 -9.1 -8.8
6MnF2

19F 20.4 16.1 15.4 22.6 18.5 27.9 20.4 20.8
7MnF 19F 78.5 69.4 67.2 79.2 72.9 82.9 79.5 77.9 68(6) or 75(6)b

7MnH 1H 35.6 25.8 22.1 28.0 19.0 23.0 14.0 10.1 20.7(39)
2TiF3

19F 8.7 5.0 1.7 -5.6 -12.9 -14.8 -23.5 -24.3 8.3(4) or 8.0(4)b,e

2MnO3
17O -5.1 -4.1 -3.5 2.6 2.6 26.2 19.1 19.0

6[Mn(CN)4]2- 13C 3.5 -0.1 -0.8 0.5 -3.0 -1.2 -4.7 -5.1
14N 1.1 0.8 0.7 1.0 0.8 1.1 0.8 0.8

6[Cr(CO)4]+ 13C -5.0 -9.2 -11.5 -8.4 -13.4 -10.4 -14.6 -15.4 -13.5
17O -1.6 -1.2 -1.1 -1.8 -1.4 -2.1 -1.7 -1.6

2[Mn(CO)5] 13Cax 0.7 -1.9 -3.4 -34.4 -37.0 -72.7 -72.9 -73.0
13Ceq -15.1 -18.3 -19.7 -21.7 -26.0 -27.9 -31.2 -32.2
17Oax -8.8 -8.2 -8.0 -8.2 -7.6 -6.4 -6.1 -5.8
17Oeq -2.9 -2.0 -2.0 -3.6 -2.7 -4.3 -3.6 -3.2

2[Fe(CO)5]+ 13Cax 69.7 65.6 65.0 39.0 37.0 20.5 18.8 20.2 53.5
13Ceq -18.5 -20.3 -21.3 -25.1 -26.9 -25.2 -27.0 -26.9 -23.0
17Oax -9.6 -9.2 -9.1 -9.9 -9.6 -9.3 -9.2 -9.0
17Oeq -1.9 -1.4 -1.4 -1.7 -1.3 -1.2 -1.0 -0.8

2[Mn(CN)5NO]2- 13Cax -44.4 -41.3 -43.9 -83.3 -88.0 -136.6 -133.2 -130.7
13Ceq -41.6 -40.1 -42.9 -80.4 -85.4 -133.2 -132.1 -128.2
14N(NO) -12.3 -9.7 -10.6 -29.6 -27.5 -55.7 -50.0 -49.9 -10.64
14N(CNax) 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.6
14N(CNeq) 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.7 1.2 0.7 0.6
17O 7.8 4.0 4.3 33.2 27.6 82.0 70.5 69.7

2[Mn(CN)4N]- 13C -28.9 -28.7 -30.1 -53.0 -55.4 -135.1 -134.1 -136.2
14Nax -3.1 -1.5 -1.4 -8.2 -5.0 -31.3 -21.3 -19.4
14Neq 1.4 0.7 0.7 1.8 1.3 3.6 2.7 2.8

2[Ni(CO)3H] 1H 348.2 308.7 311.8 208.0 189.3 -116.2 -105.5 -110.0 293
13C 17.3 12.4 11.9 5.1 4.8 -8.3 -10.7 -10.2
17O -3.0 -2.2 -2.2 -3.7 -3.1 -4.1 -3.6 -3.5

2[Co(CO)4] 13Cax 105.8 101.0 100.4 57.3 55.6 29.7 32.8 37.7 67.2
13Ceq 6.2 3.2 3.1 3.0 1.5 15.6 18.8 24.7
17Oax -13.7 -13.1 -12.9 -12.7 -12.1 -9.0 -8.8 -8.3
17Oeq -2.9 -2.4 -2.4 -2.9 -2.7 -1.2 -1.3 -0.7

2CuO 17O -20.4 -6.7 -5.2 -32.0 -18.7 -55.7 -39.2 -37.9
2[Cu(CO)3] 13C -6.3 -14.6 -17.5 -12.3 -20.5 -19.1 -30.4 -32.3 -18.7

17O -4.4 -2.7 -2.7 -6.9 -5.3 -10.7 -11.3 -9.0 11.2

a Unless stated otherwise, the experimental values are from the sources cited in the corresponding footnotes to Table 8.b In Ne or Ar matrix,
respectively.c Cf. ref 10. d In Ne matrix, ref 12.e Reference 44, cf. ref 18 for a revision.
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TABLE 11: Dipolar Ligand HFCCs (in MHz) a

isotope BLYP BP86 BPW91 B3LYP B3PW91 BHLYP BHP86 BHPW91 expb

2ScO 17O 0.2 -0.2 -0.2 0.6 0.2 1.4 0.7 0.7 0.4(2), 0.7(3)c

2TiN 14N 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.3 0.055(2)
3TiO 17O -1.1 -1.5 -1.6 -0.6 -1.0 0.7 0.4 0.3
3VN 14N 1.7 1.7 1.7 2.1 2.2 3.6 3.9 3.9
4VO 17O -2.2 -2.8 -3.1 -1.7 -2.5 0.0 -0.3 -1.1 0(3)
2TiF3

19Fd 20.9,-0.2,-20.7 26.9, 5.0,-31.9 29.7, 6.4,-35.8 19.4,-0.4,-19.0 25.2, 4.8,-30.0 15.7, 2.2,-13.4 19.6, 2.0,-21.6 21.6, 2.8,-24.4 e
2MnO3

17Od -23.9, 3.0, 20.9 -24.2, 2.0, 22.2 -24.7, 1.5, 23.2 -34.7,-14.9, 49.6-55.3, 18.1, 37.2 -61.7,-57.2, 118.9-61.5,-57.8, 119.3-62.1,-57.9, 120.0
6[Mn(CN)4]2- 13C 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.0

14N -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
6[Cr(CO)4]+ 13C 1.1 1.1 0.8 1.4 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.0

17O 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8
6MnO 17O 8.3 8.1 8.3 9.9 10.1 15.4 15.5 15.7
6MnF2

19F -19.3 -18.9 -18.3 -15.7 -15.3 -11.8 -11.7 -11.6
7MnF 19F 12.9 13.4 13.7 13.4 13.4 12.9 12.6 12.6 8(6), 10(6)c

7MnH 1H 10.9 10.9 10.9 11.2 11.2 11.8 11.8 11.8 8.4(33)
2[Mn(CO)5] 13Cax 1.6 1.2 1.6 1.1 1.1 0.7 0.7 0.8

13Ceq
f -0.8,-5.8, 6.7 -0.8,-5.6, 6.5 -0.8,-5.7, 6.6 -0.5,-5.6, 6.1 -0.2,-5.6, 5.8 -0.3,-5.4, 5.6 -0.3,-5.4, 5.6 -0.3,-5.5, 5.7

17Oax -2.0 -2.0 -2.1 -1.7 -1.8 -1.7 -1.7 -1.9
17Oeq

f 7.0, 8.6,-15.6 6.9, 8.3,-15.2 6.8, 8.3,-15.1 6.7, 8.9,-15.6 6.3, 8.8,-15.1 5.5, 10.6,-16.1 5.4, 10.2,-15.6 5.1, 10.3,-15.4
2[Fe(CO)5]+ 13Cax 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.0 2.0 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.8

13Ceq
f 5.0,-3.6,-1.4 4.9,-3.5,-1.3 5.0,-3.6,-1.4 5.4,-3.1,-2.2 5.3,-3.1,-2.2 5.8,-3.1,-2.7 5.7,-3.1,-2.7 5.8,-3.0,-2.8 4.4,-2.2,-2.2

17Oax -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -2.6 -2.7 -2.7 -5.0 -2.8
17Oeq

f 3.2, 5.1,-8.3 3.2, 5.0,-8.2 3.2, 4.9,-8.1 2.2, 4.8,-7.0 2.1, 4.7,-6.9 0.9, 4.9,-5.8 1.0, 4.8,-5.8 0.9, 4.8,-5.6
2[Mn(CN)5NO]2- 13Cax 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.2 2.2 3.0 2.9 3.0

13Ceq
f 5.1,-3.1,-2.0 5.0,-3.1,-1.9 5.1,-3.2,-1.9 6.3,-4.2,-2.1 6.3,-4.2,-2.1 6.7,-5.0,-1.7 6.6,-5.0,-1.7 6.7,-5.0,-1.7

14N(NO) 7.9 7.1 7.7 17.7 17.7 23.9 23.1 23.5 2.7
14Nax(CN) -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -1.2 -1.3 -1.8 -1.8 -1.7
14Neq(CN)f -2.9, 4.6,-1.7 -2.9, 4.7,-1.8 -3.0, 4.7,-1.7 -3.2, 4.1,-0.9 -3.4, 4.2,-0.8 -3.9, 4.4,-0.5 -3.9, 4.4,-0.5 -3.9, 4.4,-0.5
17O -15.0 -13.6 -14.6 -38.2 -38.3 -55.0 -54.3 -54.2

2[Mn(CN)4N]- 13Cf 5.0,-2.7,-2.3 5.0,-2.7,-2.3, 5.1,-2.8,-2.3 6.4,-4.4,-2.0 6.5,-4.5,-2.0 8.7,-3.7,-3.1 8.6,-5.0,-3.6 8.9,-5.2,-3.7
14Nax 2.4 2.4 2.5 6.6 6.9 16.9 16.9 16.6
14N(CN)f -3.5, 5.8,-2.3 -3.5, 5.8,-2.2 -3.6, 5.8,-2.2 -3.8, 4.8,-1.0 -3.9, 4.8,-0.9 -4.4, 5.9,-1.5 -4.4, 6.0,-1.6 -6.2, 7.9,-1.7

2[Ni(CO)3H] 1H 2.9 2.7 2.7 6.3 6.2 17.1 16.9 17.1 5.5
13Cf -2.6,-5.7, 8.3 -2.7,-5.6, 8.3 -2.8,-5.7, 8.5 -3.2,-5.5, 8.7 -3.3,-5.5, 8.8 -3.3,-5.3, 8.5 -3.2,-5.2, 8.5 -3.3,-5.4, 8.7
17Of -6.2,-8.4, 14.6 -6.3,-8.2, 14.4 -6.2,-8.2, 14.4 -5.3,-8.7, 14.0 -5.3,-8.6, 13.9 -3.0,-10.1, 13.1 -3.1,-9.8, 12.9 -2.9,-10.0, 12.9

2[Co(CO)4] 13Cax 4.2 4.0 3.9 3.4 3.3 3.8 3.9 4.3 3.6
13Ceq

f 8.3,-6.6,-1.7 8.1,-6.4,-1.7 8.3,-6.6,-1.7 9.7,-7.7,-1.9 9.7,-7.7,-2.0 12.8,-11.8,-1.0 12.7,-11.9,-0.8 14.0,-13.6,-0.4
17Oax -4.1 -4.1 -4.2 -4.0 -4.1 -5.5 -5.8 -6.4
17Oeq

f 2.2,-10.2, 8.0 2.4,-10.1, 7.7 2.2,-10.0, 7.8 0.3,-10.0, 9.6 0.3,-10.1, 9.8 5.8,-23.7, 17.9 6.2,-25.0, 18.8 6.9,-38.0, 31.1
2CuO 17O -112.1 -111.9 -112.6 -121.2 -121.2 -126.1 -125.8 -126.2
2Cu(CO)3 13Cd -11.8,-13.8, 25.6-11.9,-13.3, 25.2-12.2,-13.4, 25.7-10.5,-12.5, 23.1-11.0,-12.3, 23.3-8.2,-10.5,18.7 -8.3,-9.6, 17.9 -8.9,-9.8, 18.8 -12.3,-12.3,-24.6

17Od 16.2, 15.9,-32.2 15.8, 15.5,-31.3 15.8, 15.5,-31.3 16.5, 16.1,-32.6 16.0, 15.8,-31.8 15.9, 14.0,-29.9 15.7, 14.3,-30.0 15.7, 14.2,-30.0

a Individual Tii components are given for nonaxial tensors.b Experimental values are taken from the sources cited in the footnotes to Tables 8 and 10.c In Ne or Ar matrix, respectively.d Hyperfine tensor
components are given in order: (1) along the metal-ligand bond, (2) normal to the metal-ligand bond, in the molecular plane, and (3) along the molecularz-axis. e Anisotropy experimentally not well
defined, cf. discussion in ref 18.f Hyperfine tensor components are given in order: (1) along the metal-ligand bond, (2) normal to the metal-ligand bond and paralel to thexy plane, and (3) perpendicular
to directions 1 and 2.
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agreement with experiment than pure GGAs. A relatively large
dependence onνc is also apparent for MnF and MnF2.

A large dependence onνx is seen for the isotropic13C HFCCs
of the axial ligands in2[Mn(CO)5] and 2[Fe(CO)5]+. The
exchange-correlation potential affects mainly the valence-shell
spin polarization, and the direct SOMO contribution. The
(smaller) dependencies onνx andνc for VO, TiN, and TiF3 are
also due to the valence-shell polarization and to SOMO
contributions. Particularly large dependence onνxc is found in
all cases with significant spin contamination problems, e.g., for
MnO3. Thus, the very large dependence ofAiso(O) in MnO3 on
νx is probably an artifact of the large spin contamination with
BH-type hybrid functionals (cf. section 7 and Table 9). Other
examples are13C and nitrosyl14N HFCCs in [Mn(CN)5NO]2-,
13C and nitride14N HFCCs in [Mn(CN)4N]-, and13C HFCCs
in [Co(CO)4] (Table 10).

For most of the present systems, the theoretical values for
Adip of the ligands are very small, and often results with different
functionals differ by less than 1 MHz. Agreement with the sparse
experimental data appears reasonable in these cases. A larger
dependence onνxc is seen for TiF3, MnO, and MnF2 (and also
for cases with large spin contamination, cf. above). Thus, the
ligand dipolar couplings in6MnO and 6MnF2 increase when
adding exact exchange.

9. Conclusions

The present study shows that the quantitative calculation of
hyperfine coupling constants for transition metal systems is still
a challenge to quantum chemistry, more so than for organic
radicals. None of the density functionals investigated here may
be considered to provide acceptable results for the whole range
of transition metal species studied. For a number of particularly
difficult systems, essentially none of the functionals provides
satisfactory results.

There are various reasons why the HFCCs of transition metal
systems present such difficulties. One of them is the very
delicate core-shell spin polarization, which is in many cases
the dominant pathway to create spin density at the metal nucleus.
Even for an isolated transition metal atom (consider Mn+ in
section 5), we may understand why this type of spin polarization
is so difficult to describe by present-day functionals. The spin
polarization is mainly due to exchange interactions between
singly occupied metal 3d orbitals and the outermost doubly
occupied 3s- and 2s-type core shells. It is clear that these
exchange interactions are strongly nonlocal (specific examples
will be discussed elsewhere25) and thus difficult to account for
with approaches derived from the local density approximation.94

It is also clear that the description of such subtle spin-
polarization effects is very different from the energy quantities
that are currently used to fit the free parameters in the
exchange-correlation functionals. The description of spin polar-
ization is already nontrivial for organicπ-radicals.13,15,83The
spin polarization mechanisms in transition metal complexes are
even more variable, and they involve not only the valence shell
but also to a large extent the outermost core shells of the metal.

A second difficulty is connected to spin contamination. In
several of the examples studied here, spin contamination became
significant when exact exchange was mixed intoνx. This led to
a significant deterioration of the results. In some cases where
spin polarization was underestimated at the GGA level, and
where exact-exchange mixing would thus have been desirable
to increase it, the dramatic onset of spin contamination made it
impossible to improve the results with hybrid functionals. In
some of the “limiting cases” discussed toward the end of section

7, spin contamination is already significant with pure GGA-
type functionals. The spin contamination for the hybrid func-
tionals is closely related to the well-known bias of unrestricted
Hartree-Fock wave functions for higher spin multiplicities.
Obviously, the spin contamination may be very pronounced for
transition metal complexes (particularly so for 3d-metals!) due
to the presence of low-lying excited states.

It is not clear how the magnitude of the spin polarization
could be increased while avoiding significant spin contamina-
tion.95 However, one may speculate that improved functionals
might give increased core-shell spin polarization without
exceedingly large valence-shell spin polarization (and thus spin
contamination). Obviously, the description of valence spin
polarization is also not trivial, even in cases with low spin
contamination (cf. section 7). It seems likely that the desired
functional would have to incorporate significantly less than 50%
exact exchange. Generally, hyperfine coupling constants, in
particular for transition metal systems, may turn out to be a
particularly fruitful testing ground for new DFT (or alternative)
approaches. In addition to the appreciable literature on organic
molecules,13,15,31 the hyperfine coupling constants of the 21
complexes studied in the present work should be useful as a
benchmark set against which to calibrate new methods.

On the other hand, we should not judge even the present
situation too pessimistically. For a significant number of
complexes, the ca. 10-15% agreement with experimental
isotropic metal HFCCs we were aiming for has been achieved
with essentially all of the functionals (e.g., for ScO, TiN, TiO,
VO, MnO, or MnF). In other subsets of molecules, the analysis
of the electronic structure suggests the range of functionals
(GGAs, B3-type, or BH-type hybrids) that might be most
appropriate (as shown by the various examples discussed in this
work). Careful selection of functionals is thus still expected to
allow useful chemical applications in many areas, even though
such an approach is obviously not completely satisfactory from
a theoretical point of view. We expect that spin contamination
is less pronounced for 4d or 5d transition metal complexes, and
thus the choice of functional may also be somewhat less critical
(on the other hand, relativistic effects will definitely have to be
considered for heavy-atom systems, and we are presently
developing approaches to do so).

The coupled cluster calculations we carried out for a subset
of systems appear to be less influenced by such problems. Even
in cases of significant spin contamination the results appeared
to remain relatively stable. On the other hand, the computational
effort involved presently makes such coupled-cluster approaches
prohibitive for larger systems. Even for those di-, tri-, and
tetraatomic complexes studied here, the large demand on the
computational resources has not allowed us to truly saturate
the basis sets with regard to higher angular momentum functions.
There remains thus an urgent need for more economical
approaches, and more accurate density functionals might offer
the most practical route for improvement.

The present calculations also show conclusively that spin-
polarization effects are nonnegligible for the metal dipolar
couplings. This contrasts to the situation for main group
compounds, where it is usually sufficient to take account of
the direct SOMO spin densities to obtain good results for dipolar
couplings.13 The importance of spin polarization for transition
metal dipolar hyperfine couplings arises from the presence of
strongly polarizable semicore p-type orbitals (mainly the 3p
orbitals for first-row transition metals), which have a very similar
radial extent as the valence d-type SOMO orbitals. The
importance of spin polarization for dipolar coupling constants
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of the metal had already been noted by Belanzoni et al., in their
careful study of TiF3.17 In view of the importance of spin
polarization, the widely used simplified models that derive the
d or s character of the SOMO directly from the dipolar coupling
constants should be viewed with caution in transition metal
systems. More detailed analyses of spin-polarization mechanisms
for transition metal hyperfine coupling constants will be given
elsewhere.25
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